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0203  773 72990203  773 7299

At Landmark Private Finance we provide mortgage, property finance 

and insurance solutions for all our clients, from first time buyers 

through portfolio landlords to complex high net worth individuals.

l a n d m a r k p r i v a t e f i n a n c e . c o m

WE ARE ESTATE AGENTS BASED IN ESSEX & CANARY WHARF, WE OFFER A 

PROFESSIONAL SERVICE TO ALL OUR BUYERS, SELLERS, LANDLORDS AND 

TENANTS, WE PRIDE OURSELVES WITH A 5 STAR RATED CUSTOMER SERVICE.

WE WILL MAKE SURE WE CONNECT YOUR PROPERTY WITH THE RIGHT 

PEOPLE. OUR BEST SOURCE OF CLIENTS ARE OUR REFERRALS AS WE 

CONTINUE TO BUILD LONG TERM RELATIONSHIPS.

0203  773 72990203  773 7299

l a n d m a r k r e s i d e n t i a l . c o . u k
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Editor’s notes...

CONTACT US: www.visionmagessex.com | hornchurch@visionmag.co.uk | 01708 578049

@visionmagessex        @visionmagessex        Vision Magazine Essex

CONTRIBUTORS | Tabatha Fabray, Jacob Collick, Dean Shaw

At the time of print all content in Vision was relevant and up to date according to COVID-19 government guidelines
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HISTORY | LOCAL NEWS | FOOD & DRINK | TRAVEL | BUSINESS & PROPERTY | 

SPORT | PUZZLES | MOTORING | KIDS | WHAT’S ON | TECHNOLOGY | THE LISTINGS

All pages are recyclable 

Hello and welcome to this month’s edition of Vision Hornchurch.

Recently, I’ve been thinking about the importance of gratitude. I’ve been 

trying my best to start the day by getting up before the sun, as it gives me 

a sense of accomplishment and achievement, l ike I’m already a step ahead 

before I’ve even started the day. The importance of mindset really cannot 

be overestimated.

As we enter the colder months, many people are understandably concerned 

about the cost-of-living crisis. If you’re worried about your finances, 

perhaps think about contacting local mortgage or financial advisers to help 

you navigate this difficult time with a little more ease, and a little less stress.

The strain wil l undoubtedly be felt as we hurtle towards Christmas, but it’s stil l important to 

support local businesses where you can. After all , this wil l be our first ‘normal’ festive season in 

three years, and wil l offer the chance for businesses which have been struggling throughout the pandemic 

to begin to bounce back. Keep an eye on our magazine for upcoming Christmas events, and consider how to 

best spend your hard-earned cash to help our local areas thrive. You never know what hidden gems you might 

uncover on your doorstep.

    Brett Shohet

This is your town’s hyperlocal magazine, delivering to homes and businesses every month.
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NOW OPEN ON

EPPING HIGH STREET

essex@homehubgroup.co.uk

homehubgroup.co.uk

@HomeHubGroup

We supply and 

install windows 

and doors.

01992 276 046

◆ DOMESTIC & RESIDENTIAL SERVICES

◆ ALL FLOORING SUPPLIED & FITTED  

Call or visit us – 01708 472331 
info@rm2flooringcentre.co.uk

◆ CARPET ◆ UNDERLAY

 ◆ VINYL ◆ LAMINATE WOOD

302 Brentwood Road, Hornchurch, 

Romford, Essex RM2 5TA
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I
s there a single adult in the UK unaware of the TV quiz show Countdown? The vowels, the 
consonants, the numbers game, Dictionary Corner, the 30-second clock that never ticks past 
halfway, the Countdown Conundrum and, of course, that iconic music playing in the background 

while contestants hurriedly attempt to make words or solve a number puzzle.
Countdown is a national institution, and its popularity is such that it celebrates its 40th birthday 

this month. Where Countdown’s birthday is concerned, so too does Channel 4 itself revel in the 
celebrations, given that the show was on the original schedule that launched way back on November 
2, 1982.

Countdown was in many ways one of the showpiece pieces of programming – a quiz that featured 
the effortlessly amiable Richard Whiteley OBE DL, and doyenne of the digits Carol Vorderman MBE.

Since then, Rachel Riley has succeeded Vorderman, and after Whiteley’s death in 2005, permanent 
hosts have included Des Lynam OBE, Jeff Stelling, Des O’Connor CBE, Nick Hewer and Anne 
Robinson, in the accumulation of more than 7,000 shows.

One of Channel 4’s true success stories, and certainly its longest lasting, Countdown has enchanted 
its weekday audience for four decades, even extending into spin-off fodder with 8 out of 10 Cats Does 

Countdown, which is hosted by Jimmy Carr and has run since 2012.
Naturally, Channel 4 has extended its reach much further in the four decades since its launch. 

While the very nature of Countdown means it’s not evolved too far from a weekday web of wordplay, 
the schedule elsewhere has incorporated many other successes, from its edgy Channel 4 News 
to innovative programming across breakfast TV (The Big Breakfast), soaps (Hollyoaks, Brookside), 
comedy (Peep Show, The Inbetweeners, Brass Eye, Smack the Pony, Desmond’s), drama (Skins, 
Queer as Folk, It’s a Sin, Black Mirror, Top Boy, This is England), and of course reality TV monsters 
such as Gogglebox, First Dates, Made in Chelsea, Come Dine with Me, 24 Hours in A&E, Married at 

First Sight, The Great British Bake Off, Grand Designs and Big Brother.
And of course, while Countdown may lay claim to being the longest-running quiz show on Channel 

4, can it top the cultural or iconic impact of The Crystal Maze and Taskmaster?
Sport has also been prevalent on Channel 4’s menu – from the early days leading the surge in the 

popularity of cycling with Tour de France coverage, to NFL Sunday nights and, more recently, F1 
coverage.

Channel 4 has always prided itself on innovation in its programming and its delivery – a fact no 
better exemplified than in the Film4 and All 4 spin-offs. And for the 40th birthday celebrations, a raft 
of specials has been planned, many of which rebel against the wealth of ultra-safe programming that 
other broadcasters have bowed to.

In an era where people want to be as challenged through terrestrial TV as they are online, Channel 
4 continues to lead the way. Racing headfirst towards its half-century, the directive from above is to 
keep forcing the narrative.

is the 

CELEBRATING 40 YEARS OF COUNTDOWN AND CHANNEL 4, AND LOOKING AHEAD TO 

A NEW ERA

Photo credit: ITV/Shutterstock
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Y
ou’re never too humble 
to have your own 
international day of 

celebration – and November 
3 is World Jellyfish Day. 
While these creatures 
have no brain, heart, 
bones or eyes, they’re 
still fascinating. They 
have been around for 
more than 600 million 

years and existed before 
dinosaurs, trees and fungi. 

And they live in all of the 
Earth’s five oceans.

Jellyfish have an umbrella-
shaped body with trailing 
tentacles, which are armed 
with stinging cells used to 

stun their prey before gulping 
them down. They’re helpful for 

self-defence, too. 
Jellyfish mostly eat shrimps, crabs and 

small sea plants. And in their turn, they’re 
an essential source of food for other ocean 

creatures like sea turtles, tuna and sharks. In 
some cultures, jellyfish are also a food source 

for humans, particularly in South East Asia. Only 
the main body is eaten, which is said to have a 

delicate, slightly salty taste. Sometimes they’re thinly 
sliced and eaten raw, or dipped in batter and fried. 

As well as using their mouth to eat and get rid of waste products, 
jellyfish also use their mouths to squirt out a jet of water to move 

themselves forwards.
There are thought to be 300,000 different types of jellyfish. Some are as small as 

5mm in diameter, and some are as big as 2m. They come in an impressive array of colours 
– some are clear, but some are pink, yellow, blue or purple. Some are even bioluminescent, 

which means they produce their own light. 
Most jellyfish stings aren’t serious. But stings from some species – most of them living around 

Australia, the Philippines, the Indian Ocean and the central Pacific – can be severe or even deadly. 
Incidentally, the Portuguese man-of-war, a creature often mistaken for a jellyfish, is actually a colony of 
polyps. However, watch out for them – their stings can be excruciating.

Jellyfish
The wonderful world of
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Call today on 

01708 578049 

to book

WANT YOUR 
ADVERT HERE?

scarf is a winter wardrobe staple for most 
people, but it can often be seen as more 
functional than fashionable. 

Discover six super stylish ways to tie a scarf that guarantee 
to impress, with options for men and women. 

1. The Beautiful Braid 
> Fold the scarf in half and place it around your neck. 
> Take the loose ends of the scarf and pull them loosely 

through the loop.
> Twist the loop and pull the loose ends through again. 
> Continue to twist the loop with one hand, pulling the ends 

through until you run out of scarf.

2. The Belted Drape 
> Drape the scarf evenly around your neck and let it hang 

naturally. 
> Fasten a skinny belt over the scarf at the waist. 

3. The Knotted Necklace 
> Take a lightweight scarf and place it around the back of 

your neck.
> Tie a knot on one side and then on the other. 
> Pick up the loose ends and tie them together. 
> Turn the scarf around so that the ends are at the back 

and the knots are at the front.

4. The Carefree Cowl 
> Place the scarf around your neck so that one end is much 

shorter than the other. 
> Wrap the long end around your neck twice and tuck in 

the loose ends.
> If your scarf has a fringe, adjust it so that a bit of fringing 

is hanging down the front.

5. The Double Bandana 
> Fold a long scarf in half lengthwise. 
> Grab the diagonal ends and knot them together.
> Place it over your neck, twist and loop again. 

6. The Casual Turtleneck 
> Place the scarf evenly around your neck. 
> Loop one end of the scarf around your neck. 
> Repeat with the other end (the ends should be hanging 

slightly down your chest).
> Tuck the loose ends up inside the scarf.
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Your local stairlift specialist  
 • Straight Stairlifts 
• Curved Stairlifts 
• Rental Stairlifts  
• New & Used 
• Servicing & Repairs 
• Home Lifts 

 

For friendly, personal service telephone: 
 01708 369062 

01268 550173 
01206 231568 

 
                                      

   

Email: sales@essexstairlifts.co.uk   

www.essexstairlifts.co.uk 
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I
s your hair looking a little thin? If yes, you are far from alone. By the age 
of 35, approximately 66 per cent of men will have experienced some 
degree of hair loss. 

It’s happened to the likes of Channing Tatum, Ashton Kutcher, Ben Affleck and 
even David Beckham. Fortunately, you can fight back. 

MESSY TEXTURED CUT 

If your thin hair is also prone to frizz, then this is the perfect hairstyle for you. 
Ask your barber to add texture to your hair with a messy and irregular cut 
that features subtle spikes. This is also a great haircut for men who want a  
low-maintenance style that only takes minutes to master. 

MEDIUM SCISSOR CROP 

For those who feel self-conscious of their receding hairline, this is a great choice. 
Make sure that your barber leaves enough hair on the top and the sides to create 
the illusion of volume and get practising how to style this youthful and trendy cut. 

HIPSTER HAIR 

Hipster hair offers a good solution for men who are only 
experiencing minor thinning. Opt for a close cut around 

the sides and the back and keep as much hair up top as 
possible. Add a few days of facial hair growth for even 

more fullness. 

ADD LENGTH 

Although many men believe that 
you should keep your hair 

short if it starts to thin, 
longer styles can in fact 
make your locks appear 
thicker and fuller. Grow 
out your hair as much 

as you can and then 
add in a square bottom cut 

midway down the neck. 

SLICKED-BACK FADE CUT 

Slicked-back hair is the obvious choice for men 
with a receding hairline as this style adds height 
and distracts from the lack of thickness. Add a fade 
cut along the back and the sides and your full-head-
of-hair look is complete. 

HAIRSTYLES FOR MEN

Mr J S Chawla

Mr J S Chawla is available for private 

consultations in the eye Clinic at 

Westland Medical Centre.

This Care Quality Commission 

approved medical facility is equipped 

with state of the art diagnostic 

equipment, minor operation room 

and lasers.

Eye Clinic, Westland Medical Centre,

Westland Avenue, Hornchurch,  

Essex, RM11 3SD

www.facebook.com/ClearvisionMedicare

Services Offered

• Cataract surgery
with multifocal lens
implants for reduced
dependence on
spectacles

• Lens replacement
surgery for removal
of glasses

• Glaucoma
management

• Minor operations
for lumps and bumps
around eyes

• Correction of droopy
and baggy eyelids

• Watering eyes and
blocked tear ducts

• Dry eyes and
blepharitis

• YAG and Argon
laser treatments of
eye conditions

• Botox treatments

• Major surgery
undertaken at local
private hospitals

For appointments, please 

contact Phillipa Chambers 

on 07757 605008

Mr J S Chawla

Mr J S Chawla is available for private 

consultations in the eye Clinic at 

Westland Medical Centre.

This Care Quality Commission 

approved medical facility is equipped 

with state of the art diagnostic 

equipment, minor operation room 

and lasers.
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DISC
C L I N I C

l  Expert Hands-On Treatment 

From Head to Toe

l Latest Therapy Equipment

Emerson Park Clinic

128 North Street

RM11 1SU

Call: 01708 578072

www.spineplus.co.uk

Job Type: Part-Time/ Full Time – zero hour contract 

Salary: £9.80 - £10.80 /hour

Call Karen on 01708 446690 to apply or 

email your CV to recruitment@priorcare.co.uk

You NEED to be able to work in the following areas:

UPMINSTER l CRANHAM l HORNCHURCH l HAROLD HILL l ELM PARK

Being a car driver is preferred; but if willing to walk or use public transport, candidates can also be considered.

We have all shifts available: Early mornings & lunches - tea & bed calls - weekends. Morning shift starts at around 6am.

Work Opportunities with Prior Care
We are a family run care company who provide care to adults located within the 

London Borough of Havering. We are currently looking for compassionate people

 to help us deliver quality care services within our clients’ own homes.

We required people who:

l Are a good communicator

l Have a kind & compassionate nature

l Enjoy helping people

l  Respect people’s rights & differences  

& ensure they are treated in a  

dignified manner

l Can be flexible

We can offer you:

l  Good rates of pay  

(Enhanced rate on Bank Holidays) 

l Free uniform & PPE

l Refer a friend scheme (subject to conditions)

l Up to 28 days holiday

l Full support 24/7

l Induction course leading into The Care Certificate

l  Ongoing development with additional training 

courses including QCF Diplomas
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SHADES
TO HELP YOUsleep 

W
e are a nation of insomniacs, with 
67 per cent of adults suffering with 
disrupted sleep and 23 per cent 

getting no more than five hours per night. 
While this could be a result of stress, poor 

lifestyle choices or a mental health condition, 
it may actually be the colour of your bed 
linen that is stopping you from drifting off.

HOW DOES COLOUR AFFECT SLEEP?

Colours have the ability to influence our mood, 
emotions and behaviours, with different shades 
evoking certain feelings such as anger, happiness 
and calmness, all of which can affect how you sleep. 

WHAT ARE THE BEST COLOURS OF BED 

LINEN FOR PROMOTING GOOD SLEEP?

Blue

Blue is known for promoting feelings of peacefulness 
and serenity and, when used in the bedroom, can 
help you feel safe and relaxed. As a result, it is one of 
the best colours for aiding good sleep. Avoid bright 
blue and opt for paler shades. 

Green

The colour green is synonymous with 
nature, which means it has an 
instant calming effect. Opt for 

sage green rather than bright green as this shade is 
softer and more peaceful. 

Light pink 
While this may not be your first choice for your 
bedroom linen, if you lead a hectic and stressful life, 
then light pink linen can help to soothe your mind and 
body. 

WHAT COLOURS SHOULD YOU AVOID?

Red

Red is an energetic and intense colour that can 
provoke aggression and anger. Therefore, it is one of 
the worst shades to use on your bed linen. 

Dark purple 
Purple is known for stimulating creativity and, when 
used on bed linen, it could promote vivid dreams or 
nightmares which can disrupt your sleep. 

WhiteWhite 

Although you may think that white would be a good 
colour for aiding sleep, it could in fact be keeping 

you awake. This is because bright white can 
affect your melatonin levels and disrupt 

your sleep patterns.
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LIVE ENTERTAINMENT

Friday | Saturday 

Antipasti  |  Starters |  Pasta |  Pizza |  Gri l ls  |  Wines |  Beers |  Spirits

Taste the Mediterranean through our quality Italian dishes

www.davincishornchurch.co.uk | 01708 474 054 | enquiries@davincishornchuch.co.uk

13-15 Station Lane, Hornchurch, RM12 6JL

T h e  H a l l m a r k  o f  F i n e  I n d i a n  C u i s i n e

Please speak to our staff about the ingredients in your meal when placing 

you order.

Allergens & Intolerances: Please speak to our 

staff for advice when placing you order.

INDIAN RESTAURANT | TAKEAWAY  INDIAN RESTAURANT | TAKEAWAY  
SERVICE CATERING FOR PARTIES & EVENTSSERVICE CATERING FOR PARTIES & EVENTS

FOR RESTAURANT BOOKINGS & TAKEWAY CALLFOR RESTAURANT BOOKINGS & TAKEWAY CALL

01708 470 218 | 07960 734 409
118 North Street, Hornchurch, Essex RM11 1SU

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK ||  5pm-11pm 5pm-11pm 

WINNER OF THE WINNER OF THE 
NATIONAL NEWCOMER NATIONAL NEWCOMER 
OF THE YEAR –  OF THE YEAR –  
ASIAN RESTAURANT & ASIAN RESTAURANT & 
TAKEAWAY AWARDSTAKEAWAY AWARDS
(ARTA) (ARTA) 

FREE 
FREE 

HOME DELIVERY

HOME DELIVERY

on order over £10 (4ml radius)

on order over £10 (4ml radius)

TAKEAWAY

TAKEAWAY: 10% Discount on Collection

: 10% Discount on Collection
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re you sick to death of doing sit-ups and abdominal crunches, but 
dream of having a perfectly toned tummy? If yes, then you need 
to try these four killer core exercises that you can do standing up. 

STANDING MARCH TWIST 
> Stand with your feet hip-width apart, your arms above your head and 

your abs engaged.
> Bring your right elbow to your left knee and twist through your waist 

as you do this.
> Return to the starting position and repeat on the other side. 
> Make sure to focus on using your core, not your quads, when you 

lift your knee. 
> Continue to alternate each side for two minutes. 

WIDE SECOND SIDE CRUNCH 
> Stand with your feet apart (wider than hip-width), holding a dumbbell 

in each hand. 
> Turn your toes outward and lower yourself into a wide squat. 
> Raise your arms so that your elbows are bent to 90 degrees, 

engage your core and bend to the right so that your elbow taps 
your thigh. 

> Do 10 reps on each side and then repeat.

STANDING CROSSOVER TOE TOUCH 

> Stand with your feet apart (wider than hip-width) and 
extend your arms into a T shape.

> Engage your core and then rotate your torso to your left. 
> Tap your right hand to the outside of your left foot.
> Do this on your left side for one minute and then repeat on your 

right side.

STANDING STABILISATION 

> Stand with your feet hip-width apart, holding a medicine 
ball or dumbbells in both hands.

> Extend your arms in front of your chest. 
> Keeping your arms straight and your shoulders 

pressed down, slowly rotate your upper body to 
the right. 

> Return to the centre.
> Try not to let your shoulders climb up to your 

ears as this means your upper body is starting 
to take over. 

> Do 10 reps on each side and then repeat. 

WITH STANDING AB EXERCISES 

A

Sculpt YOUR

CORE
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Over 

330
tasty dishes

AUTUMN 2022

Simply order as often or as little as you like.

Head office: Wiltshire Farm Foods, Canal Road, Trowbridge, 
Wiltshire, BA14 8RJ. Email: info@wiltshirefarmfoods.com

Cash  Cheque

subject to availability and may change. Always check the label for definitive

and when they will take effect. Information correct at the time of print.

 Roast Beef & Yorkshire Pudding 
 Cottage Pie 

Chicken & Vegetable Casserole 
 Bangers & Mash 

 Lamb & Vegetable Casserole 
 Fish in Parsley Sauce 

 Bread and Butter Pudding & Custard 
 Sticky Toffee Pudding & Custard 

Apple Crumble & Custard 

Menu Pack

Easy ordering by phone, online or direct with your driver
Call Basildon on 01268 288 887

FR

Easy Ordering by phone, online or direct with your driver
Call Basildon on 01268 288 887 or www.wiltshirefarmfoods.co.uk

Easy Ordering by phone, online or direct with your driver
Call Basildon on 01268 288 887 or www.wiltshirefarmfoods.co.uk

To request a brochure or to place an order, Please
call your friendly local office on 01268 288887

EASY ORDERING   |   FREE DELIVERY   |   NO CONTRACT
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W
hether you’re tucking into hot buttered toast 
for tea or chapati with your curry, you have 
to agree that bread is filling, comforting and 

totally delicious.
Homemade Bread Day, which falls on November 17, 

celebrates bread from around the world. And to help 
you mark the day, we’ve created two mouth-watering 
recipes.

INGREDIENTS: 2 tsp dried yeast | 1 tsp sugar |
120ml warm water | 300g plain white flour (and a bit more) 
| ½ tsp salt | 60ml olive oil | 80ml natural yogurt | 1 large egg

HOW TO MAKE:

> Whisk the yeast, sugar and water together in a small 
bowl until frothy, then whisk in the oil, yogurt and egg.

> Combine the salt and half the flour in a medium bowl, 
pour in the yeast mixture and stir well.

> Gradually add the remaining flour (you might not need all 
of it) until you have a firm dough.

> Knead for a few minutes on a floured surface.
> Cover the dough and let it rise for an hour, then divide it 

into eight small balls.
> Flatten the balls so they’re 15cm in diameter.
> Cook one at a time in a heavy frying pan on medium heat until 

they’re golden on both sides.

INGREDIENTS: 250g plain white flour (and a bit more) |   
¼ tsp salt | 1½ tsp baking soda | 1 tsp caraway seeds |  
75g raisins | 75g dried cranberries | 50ml orange juice |
100ml buttermilk | 3 tbsp runny honey | 2 tbsp sunflower oil

HOW TO MAKE:

> Heat the oven to 200°C/180°C fan/gas mark 6.
> Mix the flour, salt, baking soda, caraway and dried fruit 

in a large bowl.
> Mix the orange juice, buttermilk, honey and oil in 

a jug. Pour it into the dry ingredients and mix 
into a dough.

> Turn the dough onto a floured surface and 
shape it into a round.

> Place it on a greased baking tray and slash the top.
> Bake for 30 minutes until a deep brown colour.
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Social Marketing

Influencer Marketing 

Email Marketing

Content Creation

Videography

Photography

Overall Marketing strategy

Paid Social Advertising 

 
 

UR Social has never been more important.UR Social has never been more important.

Our Our bespoke marketing packages arebespoke marketing packages are

tailored to suit your business need...tailored to suit your business need...

URsocial
m a r k e t i n g  s o l u t i o n s

u r  s o c i a l\

Contact the UR Social team today
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Q: WHAT’S MISSING HERE?

A: YOU ARE

CONTACT US NOW TO START ADVERTISING

t: 01708 578049  m: 07967 079101
e: hornchurch@visionmag.co.uk 
w: www.visionmagessex.com

YO_R ADVERT 

HE_E...

Your 
Monthly 

Lifestyle 
Magazine

www.goodlifelodge.com • info@goodlifelodge.com • 0800 564 2266

Luxury Lodges, great fun and 
a great return on investment!

Visit our four fantastic locations today....

BRING MESunshine
W

here’s the best place to head if 
you want a last-minute getaway 
to escape the winter chills – and 

soak up some vitamin D? Here’s our round-up of 
beautiful beach destinations, and there are some 

great deals if you hunt around.

Canary Islands:Canary Islands: Flight time: 4½ hours 
from London | Average daily maximum 

temperature (Nov-Jan): 22°C
As well as the well-known spots 

like Gran Canaria, Tenerife, Fuerteventura and 
Lanzarote, check out the less-visited smaller 
islands – La Palma, El Hierro, and La Gomera, 

which are great if you love hiking and walking.

Cyprus:Cyprus: Flight time: 5 hours from London | 
Average daily maximum temperature 

(Nov-Jan): 20°C
It might be too chilly to swim in 
the Med – but there should still 

be plenty of sunshine. 
And it’s an 

excellent 

location for anyone keen on wine and ancient 
history.

Morocco:Morocco: Flight time: 4 hours from London, 
depending on the exact destination | Average daily 
maximum temperature (Nov-Jan): 21°C
Agadir on the South Atlantic coast is perfect for 
beach lovers, and many hotels offer ‘affordable 
luxury’. And the colourful markets (souks) are great 
for bargain hunters. 

Egypt:Egypt: Flight time: 5½ hours from London, 
depending on the exact destination | Average daily 
maximum temperature (Nov-Jan): 25°C
Egypt in November is a bit cooler and less crowded. 
Sharm-el-Sheikh is excellent for snorkelling, and 
desert trips and camel rides are available nearby.

Dubai: Dubai: Flight time: 7 hours from London | Average 
daily maximum temperature (Nov-Jan): 27°C
Dubai’s luxury resorts could be just the thing if 
you’re after impeccable service, lots of activities 
and the chance of some retail therapy. And in 
winter, it’s not too humid.

Cape Verde:Cape Verde: Flight time: 6 hours from London 
| Average daily maximum temperature (Nov-Jan): 

25°C
Consisting of 10 islands off the coast of 

West Africa, the best 
ones for beaches are 
Sal and Boa Vista. 

Cape Verde is more 
affordable than Dubai and great  

if you want something truly 
different.
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Bon voyage!
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There’s no place like Home Hub
With no pressure sales, transparent pricing 
and exceptional service levels you’ll feel right 
at home with Home Hub. Our elegant lifestyle 
showroom is now open in Epping, call us to 
book an appointment.@HomeHubGroup

01992 948 980 

essex@homehubgroup.co.uk

137-139 Epping High Street

Bifold doors, sliding doors 

and roof-lights available  

for next day delivery.

homehubgroup.co.uk

Windows • Sliding Doors • Bifold Doors • Roof Lights

G
rowing and caring for a bonsai tree is 
an amazing stress reliever and a fun 
pastime, but you need to know what you 

are doing if you want your little tree to flourish.

WHAT IS A BONSAI TREE? 
For the uninitiated, a bonsai tree is a 
miniature tree that is planted within a pot. 
In fact, the term bonsai literally means 
‘planted in container’ in Japanese. 
An integral part of this East Asian 
country’s culture, bonsai is now an art 
form that is enjoyed worldwide. 

HOW TO CARE FOR A BONSAI TREE 
Placement: Keep your bonsai away from direct 
heat and drafts. They favour areas with plenty 
of sunlight and need humidity in order to keep 
their soil moist. 

Watering: One of the most contentious issues 
when it comes to bonsai ownership, overwatering 
can cause root rot, while underwatering can lead to all the 
leaves dropping off in as little as half a day. As a general rule, 
water every two to three days in the morning, ensuring the soil is 
always damp to touch but not wet. 

Fertilising: Bonsai trees need nitrogen, phosphorous and potassium 
in order to survive and grow. As the seasons change, your tree will have 
different fertilising needs. In spring, more nitrogen is needed to boost growth. 
In summer, equal volumes of each is best and in autumn/winter, a fertiliser with 
a higher phosphorus content will prepare it for the colder months. 

Pruning: Pruning is essential in keeping your bonsai healthy. 
You need to make sure that you pay attention to all elements of 
the tree, including the shoots, leaves, buds and twigs. 

Repotting: When you need to repot your bonsai tree will be 
dependent on the species you picked. However, typically, 
bonsais need to be repotted every two to three years to 
prevent the roots from becoming pot-bound.  
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bonsai trees
BEGINNER’S GUIDE TO
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W
hile interior design is very much a personal 
thing, the collective that is Studio Ashby 
likes to approach the sumptuous styling of 

homes in a way that draws in expertise and influence 
from across the team.

Studio Ashby is the brainchild of creative director 
Sophie Ashby. A designer of real talent, her formative 
years were spent studying in both the UK and the 
US, resulting in a coming together of classical ideas 
that permeates through a look unswayed by passing 
dictates of fashion. Instead, the outcome is about 
contemporary world art, ageless yet modernist 
furniture, natural and clear palettes and a variety of 
materials and textures.

While colour tones are uncomplicated, the overall 
look is one of richness and intense detail, looking at 
cohesive space and the fingerprint of collaboration 
and integrity.

“There is no set look that we always replicate,” 

says Sophie, “though many of us will view whites 
and greys as a classic start point, whereby delightful 
detail can be added.”

Sophie talks not just about shade, but shape too, 
with smooth curves of furniture interrupting sharp 
lines. In addition, velvet on wood, ruffled cushions 
on carved chairs, and fluffy rugs on a chic wooden 
floor belie the idea that textures need to nestle into 
each other in order to work.

The studio also has an extensive shop, selling 
objects that perfectly match an eye for unique 
elements that really make a room.

A number of high-profile clients have trusted 
in Studio Ashby’s design eye, leading Sophie to 
conclude: “I believe there is a poetry in the tension 
of combining art, antiques, craft, colour, pattern and 
texture; the careful layering brings character and 
feeling to a home.”

To find out more, visit studioashby.com

EXPLORING THE TALENTS OF THE STUDIO ASHBY COLLECTIVE
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GOOD DESIGN
Dangerously

’

’

’

01708 736700 

www.bodywash.uk 

sales@bodywash.uk 

A12 Eastern Avenue, Romford, RM5 3AL 

Visit our showroom which is open Monday 

to Friday 9am to 5:30pm and Saturday 9am 

to 5pm. We close on Sunday’s. 
 

Bring along your room dimensions and let 

us help you plan your new luxurious 

bathroom. 

NOBODY DOES IT BETTER THAN BODYWASH 
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Domestic Oven Cleaning Specialists
Est. since 2007

Trading Standards 
Approved

PLEASE CALL FOR A FREE QUOTATION

01279 432444  www.ovenbright.co.uk

Prices
Single oven incl. shelves & grill pan ............................. £43.00
Double oven incl. shelves & grill pan ........................... £54.00
Range incl. shelves & grill pan ........................... From £54.00
AGAs ...................................................................... From £90.00
Hobs ...................................................................... From £14.00
Extractors ............................................................. From £15.00
Microwaves .......................................................... From £20.00
...................................................................................... No VAT to pay

MEMBER

AFTER

BEFORE

PUT THE SPARKLE BACK INTO YOUR KITCHEN

Replace the pane, not the frame!

All glazing backed by our

Have Your Windows 
Steamed Up?

Social distancing in operation Faulty locks, handles or hinges?

Priority freephone

www.cloudy2clear.co.uk

Love Your Home - Protect Your Windows - Save Money 

“I really liked the fact 
that they were a local 

community run business”  
Janet Beard

We are a 
Which?

Trusted Trader

Cloudy2Clear, A Local 
Service With A Smile.
Established for over 16 years, 
Cloudy2Clear windows have 
become the UK’s leading 
company for domestic glass 
replacement. Customers are 
no longer needing to risk their 
windows by using the dreaded 
double glazing cowboy down the 
road,  instead, now they can join 
over 320,000 happy customers 
and have their glass replaced 
in an affordable and ethical 
manner.  Remember, a failed 
glass unit may no longer provide 
you with the protection you need 
or be energy efficient. Why not 
spend a few minutes checking 
your home to see if you have any 
failed double glazing?  If you act 
now you can avoid any future 
costly problems.

When talking to the Manager of 
Cloudy2Clear windows Chris 
Miller it became clear that these 

values have been held dear for a 
number of years. Since starting 
the business some years ago 
Cloudy2Clear have remained true 
to their core values of supporting 
the local community by providing a 
service that saves the public money.

The Cloudy2Clear service only 
requires the glass to be replaced 
and not the whole window once the 
unit has failed. Chris commented 
“Cloudy2Clear were able to assist 
our community through the last 
financial crisis in 2008 due to the 
savings that can be made in using 
our service. Unfortunately we 
might be going through something 
similar again soon and the public 
can rest assured that we will be 
there to help once again”.

For a free quotation please call 
0800 61 21 118 or visit www.
cloudy2clear.com.

All C2C employees 

operate a strict social 

distancing policy.

WE COVER ALL ASPECTSWE COVER ALL ASPECTS
            OF BUILDING WORKSOF BUILDING WORKS

n Property extensions & refurbishments 
n Kitchen extensions n Loft extensions
n Garage Conversions 
n Building contracts & new builds 
n Construction services

EXPERIENCED TRADESMEN TO CARRY OUT 
WORKS WITH NO DELAYS OR PROBLEMS

01708 732 32301708 732 323
www.propertyextensionsessex.co.uk

email: info@addspacelondon.co.uk
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2023’S HOTTEST COLOUR TREND FOR YOUR HOME

T
here may be a couple of months left 
in 2022, but that doesn’t mean we 
can’t look ahead to next year’s interior 

trends. One of the hottest trends already making 
waves is paprika, the spicy colour that’s about to 
give your décor a cheeky kick.

Paprika is a shade in the burnt orange family. Think 
terracotta with a hint of pink. It lets you experience 
the warmth of reds and oranges, without going 
overboard with a bold and bright colour.

Paprika is the perfect shade to add a touch of 
warmth to your home. Used as the main colour, 
it adds interest to the plainest of rooms, while as 
an accent colour, it goes perfectly with shades of 
navy, grey, yellow and others. It also looks great as 
a contrasting shade to a monochrome space.

 

Some of our top tips for using paprika in your home 
include:

>  Go for a paprika colour pop on a wall, either as a 
block colour or by adding it as a shape or pattern 
to a neutral wall.

>  Use paprika-hued accessories to brighten 
up your space. Curtains and cushions in this 
delightful shade will help you embrace the trend 
easily and affordably.

>  Refresh some of your older furniture by coating 
them in paprika – an easy way to give your pieces 
a new lease of life and make a cool contrast 
against the rest of your décor.

As the colour to look out for in 2023, you can get 
ahead of the trend by embracing paprika in your 
home now. 
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Independent Flooring

01708 578063

59 Crow Lane 
Romford RM7 0EP

www.THEFLOORINGCENTRE.net  l  info@theflooringcentre.net

FIND US ON FACEBOOK, TWITTER & INSTAGRAM   

Specialists
l   Carpet  l  Laminate  l  Design  Floors  
l  Vinyl  l  Engineered Wood

Free Estimates l Family Run Business 
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ACB DECORATING SERVICES

Painting & Decorating

All interior & exterior 
works undertaken 

Over 25 years’ experience 

Free Estimates

Call Andy on 01708 578042

acbdecorating@gmail.com

From antique to modern 

we can repair, strip,  

re-spray, polish, wax,  

upholster and bring  

woodwork back to life.

We take great pride in  

our work and clients  

appreciate our care  

and attention to detail.  

We think you will too.

01708 741135

Free quotations and no carriage charges with this advert.

Abbey Group are specialists in creating,  

repairing and restoring quality furniture and 

wood surfaces to the highest standard.  

abbey-group.net

before during after

MY LIFE
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T
here’s hardly a home in the country that doesn’t have a set of fairy 
lights – or several. And these days, they’re not just for decorating 
Christmas trees. We love using them all year round to add 

a warm glow to our rooms and gardens. And there’s always a 
pretty new shape to tempt us – flowers, hearts, stars, and even 
multicoloured skulls, should the fancy take you. But where did 
it all begin?

In 1869, Sunderland-born inventor Joseph Swan patented an 
early version of the incandescent light bulb – 10 years before 

Thomas Edison patented his improved version in the US.
In 1881, when Queen Victoria still had another 20 years on 

the throne, London’s Savoy Theatre was fitted out with more 
than a thousand of Swan’s lightbulbs. And it became the 
first public building in the world to be lit by electricity alone. 
Before this, theatres were lit with gas lights, which were 
dangerous and made theatres unbearably hot.

In 1882, Savoy Theatre owner, Richard D’Oyly Carte, 
commissioned Swan to produce some miniature 
versions of his lightbulbs. These were used to 

decorate the fairies’ dresses on the opening night of 
Gilbert and Sullivan’s opera, Iolanthe – all about a fairy 
who was banished from fairyland because she married 

a mortal. And so the name fairy lights was born. 
The opera was a big hit, and high-society 

ladies soon adopted fairy lights as a must-
have clothing accessory. They adorned 
their dresses with strings of lights, hiding 
the battery packs in the folds of their 

voluminous skirts.
By 1883, a colleague of Swan’s US rival, 

Thomas Edison, put a set of 
fairy lights on a Christmas 

tree. It was a publicity 
stunt. But there started 
a global Christmas 
tradition that became 
so popular that we now 
use fairy lights almost 

everywhere. 

WANT MORE 
BUSINESS?
Call 01708 578049
today to advertise
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QR 
Code

 HIGH STANDARDS 

 COMPETITIVE PRICES 

 HARD WORKING TEAM

 LICENSED & FULLY INSURED

 All jobs left tidy & completed promptly

  85% of all rubbish is recycled  

& saved from landfill

  No job too big or too small  

– single items taken

 Same day service available 

 Residential and Commercial 

We are always ready to 
dispose of your rubbish & 
collect your unwanted junk

Call for a Call for a 
FREE quotationFREE quotation

01708 57805101708 578051

WE GIVE YOU YOUR SPACE BACK!WE GIVE YOU YOUR SPACE BACK!
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D
id you know that by simply draught proofing your windows you can save 
around £45 a year? And a further £65 a year if you draught proof an unused 
chimney. 

Draught-free homes are comfortable at lower temperatures, so you can turn down 
your thermostat and slash the cost of your energy bills.

HOW TO DRAUGHT PROOF WINDOWS:
For windows that open, draught-proofing strips can be placed around the window 

frame to fill the gap between the window and the frame. Self-adhesive foam strips are 
the cheapest option but will not last as long as metal or plastic ones. 

HOW TO DRAUGHT PROOF EXTERNAL DOORS:
Purchase a purpose-made cover that drops a metal disk over the keyhole, use a 
letterbox flap or brush, place a hinged flap draught excluder at the bottom of the 
door, and fit foam, brush or wiper strips on gaps around the edges of 
the doors. 

HOW TO DRAUGHT PROOF A CHIMNEY:
If you have an unused fireplace, then you are likely to be losing a lot 
of heat through your chimney. You can draught proof a chimney 

by either fitting a cap over the chimney pot or by buying a 
chimney draught excluder. 

HOW TO DRAUGHT PROOF FLOORING:
Block any cracks in your flooring by squirting filler directly 
into them. Use either flexible fillers or decorator’s caulk 
for best results. These can be used to fill gaps in 

floorboards and skirting boards. 

HOW TO DRAUGHT PROOF A LOFT:
Hot air rises and can get lost in your loft 
or attic, so you need to make sure you 
block off any draughts around the 
hatch. You can use the same strip 
insulation as you would on a door 
to prevent draughts. 

HOW TO

YOUR PROPERTY
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DRAUGHT PROOFDRAUGHT PROOF
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• Wet rooms
• Walk in showers and baths
• Waterproof wall panelling
•	 Slip	resistant	safety	flooring	

•  Grab rails, shower seats & raised toilets
• Disabled Facilities Grants
•  Discounts for over 60s, and EX Service personnel
•  Charity work and grants

Call for our friendly advice,  
free survey and quote

info@ahminstallations.co.uk www.ahminstallations.co.uk
*Terms and conditions apply, visit our website for more details.

01708 288012

Bathing a problem? We can help

FREE*
Mirrored cabinet 

or high raised 
toilet with any 
full bathroom 

installation

DON’T JUST TAKE 
OUR WORD FOR IT...

To advertise call now on 

01708 578049
or email hornchurch@visionmag.co.uk

‘    ‘

Barry
Major Glass
01708 525996

Dear Brett,
We would like to take this opportunity to thank you and 
your team at VISION for the expert way you have promoted our 

business over the past two years.
When Major Glass was started in 2008 our main aim was to give a 

fantastic service to our local community whether it be a pane of glass to 
replace or an entire new conservatory. We have achieved that target and 
with the help of VISION have been able to expand our business within the 
local community.

The advert in VISION circulates to 30,000 readers in Hornchurch, 
Loughton and the surrounding area. The results of this advertising 
are extremely encouraging and we are now receiving enquiries and 
business from many new customers.

We would have no hesitation in recommending VISION to any person 
or company wishing to expand their business by 
reaching that local community.

Many thanks, 

Your 
Monthly 

Lifestyle 
Magazine

n

n

n

n

n Fascia & Soffits

n

n

n

MAJOR GLASS
    AND GLAZING

PROJECT UNDERTAKEN BY
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F
lorence Pugh may have hit the big time, but she is in no mind to play along with any of the niceties 
that may be expected from a Hollywood sweetheart. Take, for example, her audible frustrations at 
the furore surrounding her recent big project, Don’t Worry Darling, which saw the leading lady in 

some parts referred to, in a rather derogatory way, as Harry Styles’ “onscreen lover”. 
Or what about the fuss made during her recent fashion foray at the Valentino couture show in Rome, to 

which she wore a stunning pink gown through which her nipples could be visibly seen. 
After receiving negative feedback online for both, the beauty boldly challenged the critics on Instagram, 

booming: “Why are you so scared of breasts?”
The response was perfect, proving beyond doubt that Pugh is as ferocious and bold as the strident 

characters she has become known for playing. From the plotting and seductive Lady Macbeth in the 
eponymous indie masterpiece, to the assertive female wrestler Saraya Knight in Fighting with My Family 
and, most recently, super assassin Yelena Belova in Marvel’s Black Widow. 

And for the ballsy 26-year-old, the battle rages on…
“I have always tried to force myself to pursue not just new avenues, but uncomfortable ones,” she says. 

“Fear plays a big part of that, of course, and fear for an actor is something that can really ground a career.
“I have always had the view that to really succeed you need to push yourself further and harder than the 

last time, and that’s the way I go about what I do, to the extent that the more I fear something the more 
I have to do it. That’s just who I am.”

In terms of pushing herself, 2022 has proved more forward-thinking than any year 
previously. The aforementioned Don’t Worry Darling, a dystopian look at social values, 
personality and community, and our ability to accept and challenge the norm, has 
been well received. Yet almost to prove she is an actress unafraid to mix it up, she 
has since been announced as reprising Yelena in 2024 Marvel release Thunderbolts, 
and before that is contracted to appear in Dune: Part Two next year, alongside 
Timothée Chalamet, Stellan Skarsgård and Zendaya.

There’s also Netflix movie The Wonder, which airs in November. The drama/
mystery, set in Midlands Britain in 1862, tells the story of a girl who stops eating but 

miraculously remains alive and well. An all-British cast, the production aims to look 
behind the mask, and is based on the ‘fasting girls’ phenomenon from the Victorian era, 

as documented by author Emma Donoghue.
“I love the diversity that film and TV brings and owe it to myself to really work out who I am 

and what I am capable of. The truth is I don’t want to be defined by anyone other than myself.”
That logic is certainly reflected in the actress’s burgeoning Instagram presence, with a large 
following brought about in no small part by a number of endearing cookery videos filmed during 

lockdown.
“To have that connection was so valuable,” she says. “It’s such a relief we are through those 
days, though I learned so much about myself and community through food; it’s a passion 

that has stuck with me.”
Between her creative cookery videos and her accolades on screen, the young actor is 
definitely cooking up a storm across the globe.

Pugh
AGAINST     THE MACHINE

HOW FLORENCE PUGH HAS INVENTED HERSELF AS AN ALTERNATIVE HERO 

FOR THE HOLLYWOOD MACHINE

I love the diversity that film and T V brings and owe it to myself 
to really work out who I am and what I am capable of
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LOCAL NEWS
from your neighbourhood

A woman from Hornchurch has won a prestigious 
award from the Indian government for her 

contributions to society. 
Rita Kakati-Shah (pictured above) flew back to 

the UK for the awards ceremony at the Houses of 
Parliament last month, having moved to New York in 
2011. Prior to that, she had lived in Hornchurch all 
her life.

She received the Mahatma Gandhi Samman Award, 
which recognises people’s contributions to society 
and their efforts in flying the flag for India throughout 
the world. 

Rita earned the award for her mentoring and other 

societal work through her coaching, mentoring and 
training platform company Uma, which focuses on 
gender equality, diversity and inclusion.

She made the most of her visit to the UK by returning 
to Ormiston Park Academy in Aveley, where she 
remains a school governor.

Rita said: “I was extremely honoured to have been 
recognised by this award in the presence of so many 
dignitaries and accomplished individuals.

“I feel very humbled, especially as the work I do is 
a mere fraction of the incredible work that so many 
Indian diaspora continue to do every day to make the 
world a better place.”

Inspirational RitaInspirational Rita  
honoured at award ceremony
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Kutchenhaus Brentwood 

6, The Baytree Shopping Centre  

Brentwood, Essex 

CM14 4BX  

 

Tel : 01277 204447

At a hundred and three 
degrees cranberries and 
sugar blossom into a 
festive miracle.

A single millimetre is all that 
is needed for a flawless 
slice of Jamón Ibérico.

Sixty four degree water 
gives the most rich,  
 

velvety poached eggs 
you’ve ever imagined.

When you’re in the kitchen, 
perfection and joy come 
from precision. And it’s the 
same when we’re in the 
kitchen too — because we 
love what we do.

This is German Enjoyneering.

O N E

H U N D R E D

&  T H R E E

D E G R E E S
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Local veterans attended the unveiling of a memorial 
stone honouring a Hornchurch airfield at the RAF 

Hornchurch Heritage Centre last month. 
The stone was unveiled by the Hornchurch 

Aerodrome Historical Trust (HAHT) and the Airfields 
of Britain Conservation Trust (ACBT) on October 1 to 
commemorate RAF Hornchurch, which was closed in 
July 1962. 

The same day, the HAHT opened its American room, 
which commemorates the Americans who served at 
RAF Hornchurch. 

The stone was the 204th airfield marker to have 
been placed by the ACBT, which seeks to preserve 
the memory of the country’s lost airfields. 

Tony Philpot (pictured third from left), chair of the 
HAHT, said: “Today we celebrated the memory of all 

those men and women that fought, with many making 
the ultimate sacrifice towards our freedom. 

“The RAF Hornchurch Heritage Centre feels very 
privileged and proud to bring the name of RAF 
Hornchurch airfield to the public’s attention. 

“The centre is a living memorial to everyone that 
served on the airfield during the First and Second 
World Wars and beyond.”

Kenneth Bannerman, the founder of ACBT, said: 
“Hornchurch is one of the greatest airfields in the 
world, never mind Britain. If you were to ask anyone 
to name the top 10 British airfields, Hornchurch would 
be straight in there without any hesitation.”

The unveiling, originally scheduled for September, 
was postponed following the death of Her Majesty 
Queen Elizabeth II.

A Hornchurch pub and nightclub is appealing against the temporary 
revocation of its licence after several serious incidents were reported. 

The Rising Sun pub and VLT, a nightclub on the same premises, 
had its licence revoked for eight weeks after the Met Police filed a 
request with Havering’s Licensing Sub-Committee, as reported in 
VISIONHornchurch October 2022.

The police pointed to multiple incidents of seriously violent conduct, 
including one alleged instance of a fight involving 20 people, as well as 
several alleged stabbings. 

The Havering Licensing Sub-Committee said in its original decision 
that it “could not depart from the fact that there has been serious crime 
and disorder at the premises”.

The appeal will be heard at a magistrates’ court, which may decide to 
dismiss the appeal, substitute the decision or remit the original decision.

The Rising Sun has been contacted for comment.

Pub appeals eight-week licence suspensionPub appeals eight-week licence suspension

Second World WarSecond World War
airfield memorial unveiled
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We repair all makes and models
Washing Machines • Tumble Dryers

Dishwashers • Ovens • Hobs • Cookers

Fridge/Freezers • Extractor Hoods

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
AND SALES

New appliances in stock for 
same day delivery & installation

Prices listed on our website

Call 01279 310793
Or Book Online

www.spindoctoruk.co.uk

49, Butts Green Road, 
Emerson Park RM11 2JS    

DISCOUNT DIY & 

HARDWARE SUPPLIES
Your Local Independent Hardware & DIY Store

FREE LOCALDELIVERY

THE PRODUCTS WE SELL INCLUDE

COME & SEE US AT

n Calor Gas for  

BBQs & Heaters

n Hand Tools  

n Electrical Supplies

n Plumbing Supplies 

n Decorating Supplies

n Ladders 

n Pest Control 

n Gardening Tools &  

Accessories

FULL RANGE 

OF CALOR GAS 

BOTTLES 

AVAILABLE

CALL 01708 440151  

We are still open for business and practising safe 
distancing according to government guidelines.

l Roof Repair Specialists, All Leaks Cured  

l New Tiled Roofs & Velux Windows  

l High Performance Felt Flat Roofs  

l EPDM Firestone Rubber Flat Roofs  

l uPVC Guttering, Fascias & Roofline  

l Storm Damage & Insurance Work  

l Chimney Stacks Repaired & Removed  

l Leadwork, Pointing & Rendering

l Replacement Roof Valleys & Bays  

l Roof Overhauls & Maintenance  

l Asbestos Removal & Garage Roofs  

l Pigeon / solar panel guards  

l The Best Quality Materials Used  

l 24 Hour Emergency Repairs, 7 Days  

A UNIQUE FAMILY RUN BUSINESS BUILT ON REPUTATION, HONESTY & KNOWLEDGE!

OVER 500 GENUINE REVIEWS ON ‘TRUSTist’ & OVER 20,000 HAPPY LOCAL CUSTOMERS!

ALL WORK GUARANTEED - FREE ESTIMATES - NO DEPOSITS TAKEN - NO SUB CONTRACTORS USED!

WE OFFER VERY 
COMPETITIVE PRICES  
& WILL BEAT ANY 
GENUINE WRITTEN 

ESTIMATE

CELEBRATING OVER 46 YEARS OF TRADING WITH 

THE ORIGINAL COMPANY NAME & PHONE NUMBER! 

• Long Lasting Alternative To Felt 
• Made To Measure With No Joms 
• No Flames, Lasts Up To 50 Years 

• Long Lasting Alternative To Felt 
• Made To Measure With No Joms 
• No Flames, Lasts Up To 50 Years 

01708 551714 | 07743 406418 
www.sr-roofers.co.uk | rosseldridge84@hotmail.co.uk 

41a Sunningdale Road, Rainham, Essex, RM13 7BD
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www.julialopez.co.uk

I am pleased to share with residents that September 
2022 figures show that the number of people in 

Hornchurch and Upminster claiming unemployment-
related benefits has fallen by 865 over the last year. 
This is thanks in part to the award-winning team at 
our local Jobcentre in Romford, with whom I put on a 
Job Fair at Queen’s Theatre at the end of the summer. 

In the past few weeks, I have met the chief executives 
of Queen’s Hospital and the London Ambulance 
Service to discuss health cases constituents have 
raised and to understand how our local NHS is 
preparing for winter. A total of 700 new permanent 
staff have been recruited to our local health trust in the 
last two months, changes are being made to improve 
Queen’s A&E and a new Physician Response Unit is 
being rolled out to Havering. 

The 1970s Gallows Corner flyover has been listed 
in the government’s Growth Plan to get accelerated 
improvement works, and TfL has begun a survey of 
the site. There will be a single lane closure overnight 
for survey works, which are due to be completed in 
early November. We have also had it confirmed that 
the Junction 28 M25 works – providing a new slip road 
from the A12 – have been expedited and residents 
may have noticed that construction workers are now 
already on site to get the project moving.

Last month, my team and I visited RG Care’s Lilliputs 
home on Wingletye Lane to meet manager Vicki 
(pictured second from left) and her team. The site 
contains several homes that offer supported living 

facilities to adults with learning disabilities. Vicki and 
her team are working hard to transform the Lilliputs 
site and the quality of care that is offered to residents, 
and it was great to meet the young adults who live 
there as well as their carers. 

We also visited The Fatling Pub in Hornchurch 
to meet landlady Sandy (pictured right), where we 
discussed issues such as the safety of the night-time 
economy and the impact of government measures to 
tackle energy costs.

Residents may recall my campaign to keep the 
Emerson Park in the Hornchurch and Upminster 
constituency in the face of a plan to move it into 
the Romford seat at the next election. I can update 
constituents that the Boundary Commission will be 
publishing their revised proposals on November 8. 

Our campaign against this proposal has been a 
strong one and, with the help of 933 petitioners and 
671 direct submissions from constituents, I have twice 
opposed these proposals at public consultations.

Once the revised plan is published, it will be subject 
to a final round of public consultation, which is currently 
scheduled to close on December 5. I do hope that the 
Commission will agree that Emerson Park’s removal 
from the Hornchurch and Upminster seat would 
severely disrupt community ties. I would encourage 
you to check the Boundary Commission’s website 
at boundarycommissionforengland.independent.gov.
uk/2023-review on the week commencing November 
7 to ensure that you do not miss any announcements.

JULIA LOPEZ MP
Hornchurch and Upminster
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SPECIALIST IN PRE-CAST BUILDINGS

CONTACT US ON 020 8590 3701
www.rpageconcretebuildings.com 

 rpageconcretebuildings

951-953 High Road, Chadwell Heath, Romford, Essex RM6 4HB

SINGLE GARAGES  n  DOUBLE GARAGES  n  CONSERVATORIES 

GARDEN ROOMS  n  SHEDS/WORKSHOPS  & MORE

n  FAMILY RUN BUSINESS  n  50 YEARS EXPERIENCE 

n  5 YEARS GUARANTEE  n  DESIGNS TAILORED FOR YOU

n   HIGH QUALITY, LOW MAINTENANCE CONSTRUCTION

120 North Street, Hornchurch, RM11 1SU
www.luxhomesgroup.co.uk

ESTATE AGENTS

HAVERING’S PREMIUM ESTATE AGENT

01708 208807
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ANDREW ROSINDELL

MP for ROMFORD

This country has experienced vast changes 
over the last century. My constituency of 

Romford is no exception. As the last edition 
of VISIONHornchurch explored, much of that 
change was overseen by Her Majesty Queen 
Elizabeth II. We have now gone through a 
silent change, one which occurred with little 

upheaval. The accession of a new monarch and 
the election of a new Prime Minister do not happen 
regularly, yet owing to the impeccable constitutional 
system that we enjoy, this transitionary period between 
different eras was a stable experience nationwide.

Now the stage has been set, and the chance for our 
new administration to be one characterised by big 
ideas and long-term thinking has presented itself. We 
need a government who can reshape this country into 
one of growth and prosperity – focusing not merely on 
the short term, but beyond its term in office.

Despite recent upheavals, the government is right 
to focus on creating sustained economic growth and 
to redesign the economy into one that can respond 
to the economic crises we and many other nations 
are facing today. Putting money back into the pockets 
of working people is always something Conservatives 
should seek to do. This will be amplified by the security 
that the government’s energy price intervention will 
present, capping the average household bills to 
£2,500 a year.

This country needs strength of resolve in its 
leadership; it is time for ambitious and bold ideas, 
which are not necessarily universally popular in the 
short term. We must remember that Mrs Thatcher, 
with her distinguishing strength and steadfastness, 
made like-minded and daring moves which may have 
damaged her short-term political reputation, but the 
product was a stronger and more independent Britain.

The Hop Inn in Hornchurch has won the Campaign for Real Ale’s 
(CAMRA) National Cider and Perry Pub of the Year Award. 

The pub, founded in 2019 and located on North Street, has received 
a wide range of awards in its relatively short history, including being 
recognised as one of the country’s top pubs by CAMRA. 

Alison, co-founder of The Hop Inn, is a drinks educator and cider 
pommelier who set up the London Cider and Perry Club to foster 
interest in the drink. 

Alison and Phil, owners of The Hop Inn, said: “We are absolutely 
thrilled to win the national Cider and Perry Pub of the Year competition.

“The Hop Inn is small and fairly new, having opened in 2019 and 
going straight into a pandemic. The last few years have been tough, 
so to receive this accolade is quite amazing for us and our small team.”

Alison added: “I know how good real cider and perry can be, and I 
want it to be viewed with the same enthusiasm and respect that we 
see across other drink categories. 

“We have so many talented producers in this country who are 
creating things that are just extraordinary, and I love sharing these 
amazing drinks with our visitors. 

“We only stock ‘whole juice’ ciders, with many large production 
ciders only managing 35 per cent juice and topped up with glucose 
syrups and concentrates. We often have our guests saying they didn’t 
think cider could taste this good.”

Pub scoops national cider prizePub scoops national cider prize
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as longer hours approved

The owner of a Hornchurch nightclub has thanked 
customers after being granted permission to 

extend the venue’s opening hours.
Shelly’s Bar on Station Lane can now stay open 

until 2am on Fridays and Saturdays after applying 
to Havering Council for a change to its licence, as 
reported in VisionHornchurch September 2022 
edition.

As part of the new conditions, the nightclub can also 
stay open until midnight on Thursdays.

Michelle Vickers, owner of Shelly’s Bar, is delighted to 
have the change approved and cited her customers’ 
“great response” as a major reason as to why it was 
given the go-ahead.

Michelle told VisionHornchurch: “I can’t tell you 
how happy I am.

“It was a great response from my valued customers, 
and to be honest it was their letters of support that got 
me the 2am licence.

“We hope it will make a big difference to Shelly’s as 
we’re a bit out the way from town; we needed that 
extra hour to hopefully pull people round to us.

“We have a fantastic bar and hope to gain more 
custom to show it off.

“There is also no need for anyone to worry; we run 
a tight ship, are always on noise control and see our 
customers out quietly and safely.

“We will use the longer hours discretionally to start 
with before holding a relaunch in March with lots of 
new changes.”

Urchins knocked out of FA Cup 
and FA Trophy after defeats

Hornchurch FC have been knocked out of both 
the FA Cup and the FA Trophy, despite a recent 

unbeaten league run. 
Hornchurch currently sit in fifth in the Isthmian 

League, with two games in hand on the teams above 
them. They also have the best goal difference in the 
league, having scored more than any other team with 
the second-best defensive record. 

September saw Hornchurch progress 
through the FA Cup first and second 
qualifying round, before progressing through 
to the fourth round after a 3-0 win over 
Braintree Town on Saturday, October 1. 
However, their cup run was cut abruptly 
short, as Oxford City trounced the Urchins 
4-1 in the follow-up game. 

The Urchins were also knocked out of 
the FA Trophy on penalties away to Harlow 
Town in the third qualifying round after the 
game went to penalties after 90 minutes. 

After these two cup losses, the Urchins 
were able to lick their wounds and enjoy 
a 3-1 home victory in the league over 
Horsham the following week. 

Café to provide lunch for the 
lonely this Christmas 

An inspirational family who run a café in Hornchurch 
will be once again opening their doors for anyone 

who is alone this Christmas 
The owners of French’s Café in North Street have 

confirmed they will be open from 12pm to 5pm on 
Christmas Day to offer something to eat for anyone 
feeling lonely.

The café is run by Mark French, his son Charlie and 
daughters Phoebe and Issy. 

The family said: “Owing to the success of previous 
years, all of us at French’s Café are delighted to 
announce we will be opening our doors once again for 
anybody who finds themselves alone this Christmas.

“Please come along to share and enjoy a day of fun, 
laughter, food and new friends.

“We will be serving a traditional Christmas turkey 
dinner with all the trimmings.

“This special day will be completely free of charge, for 
any individual who will be on their own this Christmas.

“If you find yourself alone this Christmas Day, or you 
know of somebody who will be, then please get in 
contact with us.”

The café can be contacted on 01708 451450 or 
Frenchs.xmasday21@gmail.com
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Photo credit: French’s Café
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News from
Councillor Paul Middleton

St Andrews Ward, Hornchurch Residents’ Association

Balancing the books

The Residents’ Associations, with the assistance of 
the Labour Party, finally took over the administration 
at Havering Council from the incumbent Conservative 
administration in May 2022. The Conservatives had 
been running the council for 20 years. 

Now we have taken over the running of the council, 
we get to see the true state of the finances and we are 
getting to see how the council was run. 

Financially, we are in deep strife. It would be simple 
to blame the previous administration. I will say that 
they certainly did not do everything well; many issues 
were kicked into the long grass and avoided. These 
are coming back to bite us. 

This year, we need to find £30million to balance the 
books to create a budget that will stop the council from 
going bankrupt. As I said earlier, this was not purely 
down to the Conservatives; we have faced a perfect 
storm of COVID-19, war in Ukraine and other factors 
(including the issue that the government 10 years ago 
was giving Havering a £70million a year grant, and this 
has been reduced to £1.5million this year).

We will need to find the money from somewhere. 

There has been a round of voluntary 
redundancies to release 400 posts. The next 
steps will be to identify savings across the 
council-run services. Then we will need to look 
at increasing the cost of other services and 
possibly dispose of assets. 

The previous administration knows this. 
There were a couple of options available. 
We could work together to get the best deals for 
Havering, get the word out to the residents so they 
understand the situation, and help everything along 
and get through this quickly. 

Or the other option is to jump on social media, stir 
up resentment at the cuts, waste officer time with a 
constant flow of requests and freedom of information 
questions, and score points against the new 
administration. 

Which route do you think the Conservatives took? 
When you hear a statement from a local Conservative 

councillor pointing out something is wrong, please 
question what it is that is wrong and why. Do some 
research or give the current administration the chance 
to answer before spreading misinformation. 

Havering was awarded a number of top awards in the London in Bloom 
competition, placing the borough’s parks among the very best in London. 

The borough was awarded 12 Gold awards, a Silver award, and also had 
success in the Park of the Year, Large Conservation Area, Extra-Large Park 
and Country Park categories.

London in Bloom is a competition where boroughs and their communities 
work together to improve local parks and environments to make them more 
green and pleasant. 

The campaign also seeks to encourage greater biodiversity, and to build 
more vibrant neighbourhoods through community gardening projects.  

Councillor Ray Morgon, Leader of Havering Council, said: “We are all 
extremely proud to see the borough bring home so many prestigious awards. 

“It’s a testament to the council’s parks and ground maintenance staff, 
volunteers, and friends of parks groups. Their hard work and dedication 
reflect the love and commitment we all have for our parks and green spaces.”

Winners included Bedfords Park and its walled garden, Central Park, 
Dagnam Park, Hornchurch Country Park, Langtons Gardens, Raphael Park, 
Spring Farm Park and Upminster Park. Meanwhile, the London Borough of 
Havering was given a Gold award in the city category.

Borough wins several awardsBorough wins several awards
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WARDROBES      n    BUILT IN WARDROBES     n    FITTED KITCHENS     n    SLIDING  WARDROBES

LUXURY BESPOKE WARDROBES & KITCHENS

CONTACT US 

01708 578073 n 07961 070327

Made to order in the UK  n  10 Year Product Guarantee 

Soft Close Doors As Standard  n  We fit wardrobes in less than 2-3 weeks

www.bestfittedwardrobe.co.uk 

info@bestfittedwardrobe.co.uk

Showroom opening times: 
Mon - Fri 8am - 5pm Sat 10am - 4pm 

• D R BETTS TILING

The Barn ◆ Church Road ◆ Noak Hill ◆ Romford ◆ RM4 lLD

t: 01708 381349 ◆ e: sales@drbettstiling.co.uk ◆ www.drbettstiling.co.uk

◆ Large selection of wall & floor tiles 

◆ Fitting service

◆  Porcelain, Ceramic,  

Glass & Natural stone 

◆ Underfloor heating

◆ External porcelain slabs 20mm
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We could fill We could fill 
Wembley StadiumWembley Stadium
MORE THAN TWO TIMESMORE THAN TWO TIMES
with our monthly with our monthly 
readership...readership...

Photo courtesy of PA Images

...OVER 207,500 PEOPLE IN ESSEX 

READ VISION MAGAZINE’S MONTHLY

Your 
Monthly 

Lifestyle 
Magazine

CONTACT US TODAY TO GET YOUR  BUSINESS SEEN BY OUR READERS CONTACT US TODAY TO GET YOUR  BUSINESS SEEN BY OUR READERS 

See all our magazines online
at www.visionmagessex.com

Did you know this isn’t the only Vision magazine in Essex?

BillericayShenfieldBishop’sStortfordBrentwoodOngarChelmsfordBeaulieuEppingTheydonHalsteadBraintreeHertford 

HornchurchLeighThorpeBayLoughtonMaldonBurnhamRayleighWickfordSouthWoodfordTendringWoodbridge



W
hile in 2022 we bemoan the lengths we need to go to when navigating a path through airport 
security, what is certain is that we have never been safer while airborne.

Certainly, the audacity of hijackers, hostage takers and those demanding cash ransoms 
seems of a past era. The vast majority were unsuccessful, of course, though whether the infamous DB 
Cooper case of 1971 can be classed in the same terms remains up for debate.

That’s because the hijacking of a flight from Portland to Seattle and on to Reno, Nevada, remains the 
only unsolved case of air piracy in commercial aviation history.

The passenger, who purchased a ticket using cash under the name of Dan Cooper, announced to 
cabin crew that he had a bomb shortly after the Boeing 727 flight took off from Portland International 
Airport at 2.50pm.

His demands were simple – he wanted around 
$1.3million in cash, required four parachutes, 
and requested a second flight to take 
off once passengers had alighted at 
Seattle. His threat to blow up the plane 
appeared real – he showed the bomb 
to flight crew attendant Florence 
Schaffner.

Fearing the worst, the authorities 
acquiesced to Cooper’s demands, 
with most passengers unaware of 
the severity of the situation until they 
had landed.

On the second flight, which 
departed Seattle at 7.40pm with 
the plane refuelled, remaining 
crew were told to head to the 
cockpit. When they landed, having 
experienced a notable change of air 
pressure in the cabin (caused by the 
opening of a door), Cooper – and the 
ransom money – was gone.

What makes this story so enchanting 
is that the hijacker was never found. Many 
suggest he perished en route to the ground, 
given inhospitable terrain and cold conditions. 
Small amounts of money were found, and none 
of the marked notes were ever spent.

The FBI kept the case open until 2006, 
when lack of resources led to the 
investigation being closed.

EXAMINING THE NEW NETFLIX DRAMA AND 

AVIATION’S GREAT UNSOLVED MYSTERY

case
Cooper’s

Photo cred
it : biography.com
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01708 458256 

143  Heath Park Road, Romford, Essex RM2 5XJ

 @iddesignlondon @iddesignessex

WINDOW DRESSING & DESIGN  n  UPHOLSTERY  n  FURNITURE

WALLPAPER  n  ACCESSORIES

Visit our showroom for inspiration 

and meet the team who will help you 

with all aspects of interior design 

WITH ONE OF THE LARGEST WALLPAPER 
AND FABRIC LIBRARIES IN ESSEX 
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MENS WATCHES  WOMENS WATCHES  VINTAGE      

O 

 

SCAN THE 
QR CODE 
TO SEE 

OUR STOCK!

Rated Excellent on Trustpilot 
4.9 our of 5 on Chrono24 
& 100% positive feedback  

on eBay 

Our passion is watches 

EVERY WATCH SOLD INCLUDES A 12 MONTH GUARANTEE, 
14 DAY RETURN PERIOD AND FREE NEXT DAY DELIVERY.

NEW & MODERN WATCHES INCLUDING ALL THE ROLEX SPORTS MODEL, 
PRE-OWNED TO SUIT ALL BUDGETS & REQUIREMENTS, VINTAGE & 

COLLECTABLE WATCHES.

BUY ONLINE: www.chase-hattan.com

BY PHONE: 0203 059 7942 or  

07722 352304

IN PERSON: 40 Bank Street, 

Canary Wharf, London, E14 5NR

We buy watches too, any condition, working or not and almost all major brands we can  
provide a price for  – Call us / Email us / Message us with images and details.

W
inter can be a tough time for wild birds. They need lots 
of high-calorie food so they can maintain their energy 
reserves. But just as the temperature dips, natural 

foods, such as berries and insects, become scarce. 
To help out, why not make some nourishing fat balls to attract 

blue tits, great tits, long-tailed tits, sparrows, starlings, blackbirds 
and black caps?

All you need is some kitchen ingredients and a few extras.

INGREDIENTS:

> 200g lard or suet
> 400g dry ingredients – choose from unsalted peanuts, porridge 
oats, breadcrumbs, cake crumbs (not biscuits as they’re too 

salty or anything with chocolate, which is 
toxic), grated cheese, tiny chunks of 

apple, sunflower seeds and birdseed mix
You don’t need all of the above – just 
a selection. You can also add raisins 
and sultanas, but don’t do this if you 
have a dog because they’re highly 
toxic.

YOU’LL ALSO NEED:

> A saucepan and a bowl
> If you want to hang your fat balls 
up, you’ll also need some thin string, 
a sewing needle you can thread the 
string through, and a skewer or a 
cage

GET STARTED:

1. Mix the dry ingredients together in the 
bowl.
2. Melt the lard or suet in the saucepan.
3. Pour the melted lard or suet into the 
dry ingredients and mix thoroughly.
4. Using your hands, shape the mixture 
into balls, each the size of a golf ball.
5. Put your fat balls in the fridge for a 
few hours to firm up.

6. Alternatively, if you want to hang the balls, leave them in the 
fridge for an hour to firm up. Then make a channel through the 
centre of each ball with the skewer. Refrigerate for another few 
hours. Tie a double knot at the end of each piece of string and 
thread the string through the fat balls, or place in a cage.
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For more details & pictures please call or 

message for individual prices 

Local delivery is free within 10 miles of Romford (not across the Thames).  
Delivery can be arranged at an additional costs to what is listed and depending on post code

BESPOKE BARREL 

FURNITURE MADE TO ORDER  

AND ALSO LOTS IN STOCK

01708 578030 • Mobile: 07467 944671

Eco-conscious Bespoke Furniture 

made from Pre-used Wood

DO YOU DO YOU 

VALUE NATURE?VALUE NATURE?

Completely unique and hand made, can have 

marine vinyl seat covering at an additional 

cost or plain. Also, epoxy resin finished barrel 

articles and River Tables available. 

  Tulip fever
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I
f you 
plant tulip 
bulbs this month, you can 

be sure of a bumper display of dazzling flowers 
come springtime.

There are two main types of tulips: 
BORDER TULIPS are usually grown as annuals, so 

they’re dug up and thrown away after flowering. 
They’re readily available at garden retail outlets. 
Despite their name, you can grow them in 
containers as well as borders.

SPECIALIST TULIPS are usually smaller. They’ll often 
naturalise in your garden and flower year after year. 
Sometimes you can find them at garden retail 
outlets, but you might need to buy them by mail 
order or online. 

Specialist tulips usually have specific needs, so 
check you can meet these before you buy, and 
follow these tips for the best results.

HEALTHY BULBS: Select bulbs that are firm and watch 
out for mould. Don’t worry about any flaky skin – 
this won’t affect flowering. 

THE RIGHT NUMBER: For a border, you’ll need 25-
50 bulbs for every square metre you want to cover. 
Use 12-20 bulbs for a 45cm diameter pot.

CHECK YOUR SOIL: Border tulips like well-
drained soil in a sunny spot. If you’re planting 
in a container, make compost by mixing three 
parts of multipurpose compost with one part of 
grit. 

HOW DEEP? If you’re planting border tulips in a 
flowerbed, as annuals, plant your bulbs 10cm 
deep with the pointed end up. If you’re putting 
them in pots, plant them 15cm deep. 

FEEDING: Use a potassium-rich liquid fertiliser 
such as Tomorite on your border tulips in 
containers in spring. You don’t need to feed the 
ones in borders. 

DID YOU KNOW?
> Tulips were first discovered in Kazakhstan.
> The word ‘tulip’ comes from the Persian word 

‘tulipan’, meaning ‘turban’.
> During the tulip craze in 17th-century Europe, 

a single bulb once cost the same as a house in 
Amsterdam.  
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Contact Paul Martin on 

01708 578106
www.pbmartin.co.uk

BUILDING & LANDSCAPE
EXTENSIONS  DRIVEWAYS  PATIOS  FENCING

We carry out all domestic building and landscaping projects. 

Anything from small repairs to complete renovations

FREE NO 

OBLIGATION 

QUOTATIONS
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MISSINGMISSING  
YOUR ADVERTYOUR ADVERT

This magazine is

Call 01708 578049 

today to book 

your space

Mobile: 07956 481 819

 07539 444413

Office:  01708 221500
southeastheating@btconnect.com

• Boiler repairs & replacements

• Gas installation

• Central heating installation & maintenance

• Gas servicing

• Landlord safety certificates
• Bathroom installation

• Chemical cleaning

• Solar panel installation

• Domestic & commerical plumbing & heating

• General plumbing work

• Gas appliances

• Gas leaks/safety checks

SOUTH EAST
HEATING

DOMESTIC AND COMMERICAL

HEATING • PLUMBING

Family Run Experienced Service • Est. in 1998
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W
ith temperatures dropping, you may 
be reluctant to take your four-legged 
friend out for long walks. Find out 
below if you need to invest in a winter 

coat for your dog. Plus, explore the different styles 
available. 

DOES YOUR DOG NEED A WINTER COAT? 
Depending on the outside temperature and the 
particular breed, you may need to invest in a winter 
coat for your dog:
> Below 10°C – some small to medium-sized dogs 

may need a jumper or coat 
when walking outside. 

> Below 5°C – certain larger dog 
breeds may need to wear a 
jumper or coat when walking 
outside. 

> Minus 5°C or less – avoid walking 
any breed or size of dog as there is a high 
risk of frostbite and paw injuries. 

DIFFERENT STYLES OF DOG COATS

1. Dog raincoat 
Most dogs are not fans of the rain even if they like 
playing in water. Invest in a dog raincoat and avoid 
wet-fur syndrome. 

2. Dog windbreaker 
Dog windbreakers are designed to keep your dog 
warm and dry while still providing sufficient flexibility 
for them to explore their surroundings. 

3. Dog fleece
A dog fleece is the perfect choice for autumn days 
when the temperatures start to drop. With cosy 
insulation and a super-soft finish, these are like 
wrapping your dog up in a cloud. 

4. Dog parka 
If you want to keep your dog warm and make sure 
they look stylish, a dog parka is the obvious choice. 
With many designs to choose from, you can even 
find matching parkas for you and your pooch.
 

5. Dog snowsuit 
Whether you are planning to take your dog to a 
mountain resort, or they simply love playing in the 
snow, a dog snowsuit will ensure they don’t get 
frostbite even if they spend hours making snow 
angels. 

6. Dog reflective jacket 
As the days get shorter, you may find yourself 
walking your dog in the dark. A dog reflective jacket 
will ensure they remain safe on the roads and make 
it easier for you to see them. 
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PRINTING  l  BUSINESS cards  l  LEAFLETS  l  DISTRIBUTION

SIGNAGE  l  MENUS & BROCHURES  l  EXHIBITION BOARDS & BANNERS 

RETAIL PACKAGING  l  WINDOW VINYLS  l  LOGO DESIGN  

BRAND ALIGNMENT  l  VEHICLE WRAPPING  l  CARBON PADS  

WORKWEAR  l  WEBSITES  l  SOCIAL MEDIA  l   I.T. SOLUTIONS

E

01277 554245
enquiries@b7mediagroup.com

E

01277 55424501708 578049

E

01277 554245
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www.mplaw.co.uk

Sally Ward

Head of Family Team
sallyward@mplaw.co.uk

Roisin McCorry

Consultant
roisinmccorry@mplaw.co.uk

Jessica Thrower

Associate Solicitor & Mediator
jessicathrower@mplaw.co.uk

Romford Office: 8-10 Eastern Road, Romford, Essex RM1 3PJ  |  T: 01708 784000 

Shenfield Office: 194 Hutton Road, Shenfield, Essex CM15 8NR  | T: 01277 245015

Email: office@mplaw.co.uk

If your case is suitable we can offer a 

40-minute free consultation with one of the team.

Family disputes and conflicts can 

be a difficult and emotionally 

charged time. You will receive 

expert, cost-effective guidance 

which delivers the best possible 

solution to the issues in your 

case, if you work with us.

With over 75 years of cumulative experience 
we can offer advice on all legal aspects of 
relationship breakdown.

You can seek help on:

Child Arrangement Orders

Child Maintenance

Representation at Injunction 
Proceedings

Financial Claims on Divorce

Financial Provision for 
Children on Separation  
or Divorce

Parental Responsibility 
Agreements

Pensions On Divorce

Divorce

Family Mediation

Prenuptial Agreements
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EVERYDAY WORDS THAT CAME FROM OVERSEAS

Fest

Moped

Macho Glitch

Entrepreneur
PATIO

Schmooze

Rucksack 

T
he English language – and indeed, the 
British race – is a smorgasbord of different 
nationalities, empires and revolutions. We are 

an island nation, and all the better for influences 
that stretch across the planet. This is no better 
highlighted than in the words we use.

While we have obviously adapted a direct word 
for many things we know and love – a croissant 
for breakfast, a favourite item of lingerie or pair 
of pyjamas, a rendezvous with friends – there 
is a whole raft of other words that, while British 
sounding, have origins that are anything but.

Here are eight words you may not know have been 
stolen and adapted into our wonderful language.

Fest – German 
A word taken to mean a celebratory excess, this 
comes from German and means a party, celebration 
or, of course, festival.

PATIO – Spanish

In Spain, a patio is a courtyard or playground.

Glitch – Yiddish

A Jewish word that means ‘from a slippery place’, 
and from ‘glitsch’, which is to slide or glide. 

Entrepreneur – French

One of those where, upon saying it, you will 
probably utter, “Of course it’s French”, but with the 
popularity of business in modern culture, we have 
adopted it as our own.

Macho – Spanish

Derived from the word for mule. Interestingly, macho 
in Spanish can be a virile, strong man… or an idiot, 
so be careful.

Schmooze – Yiddish

Originally from the Hebrew, ‘shmue’, which means 
‘rumour’, it has been built into a word for networking 
and currying favour for gain, usually financial.

Rucksack – German

‘Rucken’ in German means ‘back’, so a sack for 
the back, literally.

Moped – Swedish

Motor and pedaller combine for ‘moped’, but it’s 
the Swedes who can take the credit for this one.

WORDplay
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Email: Office@Oakleafe.com    Web: www.oakleafe.claims

MAKING AN INSURANCE CLAIM? 

Fire & Smoke

Theft

Leaks & Floods

Business Interruption

  Storm

  Impact

£

Having to make an Insurance Claim can often be a complicated and time 
consuming process. Once a claim is lodged with an Insurer they will appoint a 
LOSS ADJUSTER to represent them. But did you know you can also appoint your 
very own Loss Adjuster, known as a LOSS ASSESSOR.

Oakleafe Claims Loss Assessors are local professionals who specialise in 

Insurance Claims Management and only represent you-the policyholder. We 

have extensive experience in all types of claims and values covering the entire 

U.K. As Loss Assessors our mandate is to ensure the policyholder receives their 

full entitlement after we settle their Insurance Claim.

Oakleafe Claims Loss Assessors are the proud award winning recipients of Loss 

Assessor of the year at the U.K British Claims awards and have been helping 

people and businesses with Insurance Claims since the Second World War. 

We operate 24/7 throughout the UK with our head office in Gidea Park and 
supporting offices in London, Brighton, Manchester, Cardiff & Glasgow. 

T
hinking about buying a property abroad but 
unsure of where to begin? 

To invest in property overseas, you need 
to be clued up on how the buying process differs 
from the UK – from mortgages and estate agents 
to stamp duty and bank fees.

How to find the perfect property abroad 
There are several places you can look when it 
comes to house-hunting abroad:
>> Online property portals such as Rightmove and 

Zoopla
>> Local estate agents in the region where you want 

to buy 
>> Exhibitions such as A Place in the Sun Live 
>> Developers 

How to get a mortgage for a property abroad 
It is very difficult to get a mortgage with a UK 
company, for a property overseas, so you will most 
likely have to approach an overseas lender. Ideally, 
you should use a specialist broker as they will be 
able to give you tailored information, including a list 
of estate agents and lawyers to use in your chosen 
country. 

It is worth noting that foreign banks and brokers 
are not covered by the Financial Conduct Authority 
(FCA) or the Financial Ombudsman.

Costs associated with buying abroad 
>> Mortgage fees such as a mortgage broker fee, 

arrangement fee and administrative fees 
>> Chartered surveyor fees 
>> International bank transfer fees
>> Furniture, shipping and insurance costs 
>> Legal fees to make a will, which may be obligatory 

in some countries 
>> Translation fees
>> Connection fees for water, electricity, etc 
>> Stamp duty or annual property tax
>> Income tax or income tax for non-residents 

Getting independent advice 
As mentioned above, buying an overseas property 
is not regulated by the FCA, so it is vital that you 
seek independent advice from a lawyer who is 
not connected to anyone else involved in the 
buying process such as the seller, estate agent 
or developer. Look for an English-speaking lawyer 
who is fluent in the local language. 
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buying a 
property...

THINKING OF

abroad? 
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020 8619 0358 www.wrightwills.com  facebook.com/wrightwillsuk
COVERING ALL OF ESSEX

Wright Wills Estate Planning
Peace of mind for you and your family

TRUSTS  TRUSTS  || WILLS  WILLS || LASTING POWER OF ATTORNEY  LASTING POWER OF ATTORNEY || PROBATE  PROBATE || PENSIONS  PENSIONS 

SPECIAL PRICE POWERS OF ATTORNEY NOV THROUGH TO END JAN WITH THIS ADVERT 
Single client £395.00 | Couple £495.00

YOUR PERSONAL 

CONVEYANCING 

SOLICITORS

We are CQS accredited and offer outstanding 
one-on-one service for
l Sales and Purchases – both leasehold & freehold
l Shared Ownership Right to Buys
l Affordable Housing
l Remortgages & Transfer of Equity
l Auction Sales and Purchases
l Lease extensions

01708 578052 | www.ttslegal.com | info@ttslegal.com

1-4 The Parade, Monarch Way, Ilford, Essex IG2 7HT

CITY OFFICE: 2nd Floor, Mezzanine, 53 New Oxford Street, London, WC1A 1BL

RESIDENTIAL & 
COMMERCIAL  

CONVEYANCING

CORPORATE 
ACQUISITIONS

GENERAL LITIGATION

FAMILY

WILLS &  
PROBATE

We are on 60 lender panels including most high 

street banks, building societies and first tier lenders
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RORY SUTHERLAND, AUTHOR OF ALCHEMY: THE SURPRISING POWER OF IDEAS 

THAT DON’T MAKE SENSE, AND A NEW REVOLUTION IN CREATIVE THINKING

T
o come up with anything original in the marketing space seems more difficult 
now than ever before. While the digital revolution has 
given us an expansive set of new tools by which 

brands can amplify, elongate and decorate the way 
they communicate with consumers, interconnectivity 
makes the process easier than ever to copy.

Yet when Rory Sutherland, an experienced 
marketer of impressive standing, began applying 
ideas from psychology graduates as a means of 
unearthing unseen opportunities, he put away his 
plain old copywriting days and found a whole new 
route by which our actions and decisions could be 
exploited.

In simple terms, Sutherland believes many 
companies look in the wrong places for solutions. 
So in the context of an underperforming train service, 
rather than fix the unfixable (faster, longer, more frequent 
stock), why not work to better manage what you have, 
such as accurate display boards, Wi-Fi on the platform 
and a coffee shop with seating and tables?

Sutherland also looks at subverting 
expectations. He says: “There’s a Chinese 
restaurant that was successful for being 
the rudest in London. Normally, rudeness 
in a restaurant is a bad thing. If, on 
the other hand, you turn the rudeness 
from being a downside into a source of 
entertainment, the very same thing 
which would be appalling in another 
setting actually becomes enjoyable.”

In his book, Sutherland introduces 
a new way of thinking that goes way 
beyond brands and companies, and 
instead can be applied to individuals 
across all walks of life.
“To suggest there are no new original 

ideas is, of course, wrong,” he says. 
“I would rather point to the fact there 

are a lot of existing ideas that still haven’t 
been tried in certain areas, and this is really 

the future. You’ve just got to go out there, be 
brave, and seize the opportunity.”

DEAS MANDEAS MAN
The
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CONTACT KAY HAMILTON 0

HAVERINGTRI.CO.UK

K.A.S.

S LEARN TO SWIM AND IMPROVER L

KASUK.CO.UK

K.A.S.

ON 07957 567915

ADULTS LEARN TO SWIM A

KASUK.

K.A
M AND IMPROVER LESSONS

UK.CO.UK

K.A.S.

INTERESTED IN TRIATHLON OR MULTI-SPORT DISCIPLINES?

HANDCRAFTED WEDDING FLOWERS 

The Romford Flower Shop are the local specialists in handcrafted

wedding flowers. We can help plan, design and create truly breath-taking 

arrangements for your wedding day using either fresh, silk or dried flowers.

We are also an award-winning business. 

 Wedding Flowers

 Funeral Flowers

 Birthday Flowers

 Anniversary Flowers

 Fresh Flower Delivery

 Day to Day Flowers

Romford Flower Shop, The Hubb, 351 Rainham Road South, Dagenham, Essex, RM10 8QR

www.romfordflowershop.com/wedding-flowers

For a FREE no obligation quotation

please call 01708 912102 or email shop@romfordflowershop.com
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G
ingerbread Day takes place on November 
21, and what better way to celebrate than 
making some cute and tasty gingerbread 

folk? This recipe is simple enough for even young 
children to help with. They’re bound to love 
decorating their own creations – not to mention 
eating them!

INGREDIENTS:

> 350g plain flour (and a bit more)
> 1 tsp baking soda
> 1-2 tsp ground ginger
> 100g butter (chopped into small pieces)
> 175g light muscovado sugar
> 80g golden syrup
> 1 large egg (beaten)
> For decoration: icing pens or homemade icing 

made from icing sugar, 
water and optional food colouring | Small 
sweets like Smarties or Jelly Tots | Dried fruit | 
Chocolate chips or polka dots | Sprinkles 
 
HOW TO MAKE:

> Heat the oven to 190°C/170°C fan/gas mark 5.
> Put the flour, baking soda and ginger in a large 

bowl and combine thoroughly. Add the butter, 
and rub it in till the mixture resembles fine 
breadcrumbs.

> Add the sugar, golden syrup and egg, and mix 
into a smooth dough.

> Roll the dough out using a floured rolling pin on a 
floured surface until it’s about 5mm thick.

> Cut out your gingerbread folk using special 
cutters (or make other shapes if you prefer).

> Place your shapes onto a lined baking tray.
> Bake for 10 minutes, then cool on a wire rack.

> Decorate your gingerbread folk however you like, 
using icing to secure any loose decorations.

Did you know?
> An early form of gingerbread 

was enjoyed by the Ancient 
Greeks and Egyptians.

> Gingerbread, as we know 
it today, was created in 
England in the 1700s.

> Queen Elizabeth I apparently 
invented gingerbread people 

by asking her staff to bake special 
biscuits in the shape of visiting 

dignitaries.
> Gingerbread houses originated 
in Germany in the 1800s and 
were probably inspired by the 
tale of Hansel and Gretel.
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Support local

businesses

Please let your local businesses know 
that you saw them first in...Vision
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BRITAIN’S GREATEST SPORTING MOMENTS... 

W RLD CUP WIN
England’s 1966
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T
he events of July 30, 1966, have been 
replayed so many times that, while most of 
us weren’t at Wembley to see Sir Geoff Hurst 

MBE’s hat-trick win England the Jules Rimet Trophy, 
we might as well have been.

This summer marked the 55th anniversary of that 
great day, but it was tempered somewhat by the 
growing list of Three Lions heroes now not with us 
– in the last few years alone, we have lost Gordon 
Banks OBE, Ray Wilson MBE, Martin Peters MBE, 
Nobby Stiles MBE and Jack Charlton OBE DL.

The 1966 competition was the first World Cup 
to take place in the English-speaking world, and 
if ever the onus was on the hosts to perform in a 
tournament that featured just 16 teams, then it was 
felt in the opening game against Uruguay, when our 
troops laboured to a goalless draw.

By the second game, though, confidence was 

flowing, and the 2-0 score that saw Mexico 
despatched was repeated in the final group match 
against France.

In the quarter-final, England again came up 
against resilient South Americans, as a late Geoff 
Hurst goal saw off dogged Argentina; and Sir 
Bobby Charlton CBE’s brace in the semi-final was 
enough to defeat Portugal and their Golden Boot 
free-scoring attacking legend Eusébio. Four days 
later, England would be football world champions.

As we head into this year’s showpiece, it’s clear we 
now live in a world where the dividing line between 
success and failure is painfully thin. So with VAR and 
social media ready to hold Gareth Southgate OBE’s 
men to scrutiny, it’s perhaps worth taking a moment to  
reflect on those heroes of 1966, and in particular, 
the close calls they endured en route to the ultimate 
prize.

AHEAD OF THIS YEAR’S WORLD CUP, WHICH STARTS THIS MONTH, WE REMEMBER 

ENGLAND’S FINEST FOOTBALLING MOMENT
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t the 2018 FIFA World Cup in Russia, Brazil 
played Serbia in their final group game 
and needed a victory to be certain of 

advancing to the knockout rounds. Goals from 
Paulinho and Thiago Silva secured the win, but 
there was also a sense of schadenfreude for their 
star player. 

Striker Neymar came into the tournament 
with fitness worries and was attempting to play 
through games to prove those issues were 
behind him. However, a natural game based on 
skill, finesse and technical ability can sometimes 
provoke ire from opponents, and the histrionics 
he had shown in the previous game versus Costa 
Rica were a sign of things to come.

Indeed, it proved to be an evening fraught with 
tiny cracks in temperament and a huge gaping 
hole in the petulance department from the  
Samba sensation. Just four minutes before the 
opening goal came the biggest talking point of 
the night. 

Not only has it gone down as an exercise in play-
acting excellence, but it was also the subject of 
such derision and humour that countless memes 
and viral videos have been made, re-enacted by 
both children and adults.

The Serbian and Beş iktaş  midfielder Adem Ljajić 
proceeded to stop Neymar’s foray down the left-
wing with a challenge that caught the Brazilian 
forward and brought him tumbling to the turf. 

However, Neymar’s reaction was not to lie hurt 
and call for treatment. Instead, he rolled over an 
astonishing 17 times, something that only served 
to convince the officials that he was not injured 
at all. 

Brazil ended up exiting the tournament at 
the quarter-final stage, and Neymar remains 
universally noted and disliked for his play-acting, 
even though four years on, it is an element he 
has largely eradicated from his game. Although, 
the upcoming World Cup may again bring out the 
best/worst in him.

WE LOOK AT WHEN AN UNRELENTING DESIRE TO WIN MEANS SPORTSMANSHIP 

AND MORAL FAIR PLAY TAKE A BACK SEAT… WITH EXPLOSIVE RESULTS!
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W
e are living in an electric wonderland where 
the government, environmentalists and 
Elon Musk himself are all striving to point 

out that electric vehicles (EV) are the future.
The 1.1 million electric and hybrid cars already 

on Britain’s roads suggest that we are listening, 
and if you ever needed any further reminding that 
battery-powered motoring is the way forward, a 
simple glance at petrol and diesel prices will fuel your 
perspective.

When at home, we have mostly solved the problem 
of charging our cars. The government has passed 
legislation stating that new work or residential 
construction projects must have built-in charging 
points; that said, charging point access in existing 
high-rise developments remains an issue.

Yet it is a sheer paucity of accessible points when 
out and about that’s beginning to set off sparks 
amidst the EV revolution.

And as if the current struggles weren’t bad enough, 
the year 2030 presents additional worries, with the 
proposed banning of diesel engine motors. This will 
lead to an estimated 18 million electric and hybrid 
vehicles on the road by that date, further intensifying 
the race to charge.

At the current growth rate, only 25 per cent of the 
required public charging stations will be in place.

The sluggish creation of charging points isn’t all the 
fault of government representatives promising big. 
In part, it’s owing to a global shortage of essential 
EV charger components, as well as precious metals, 
such as lithium.

The UK and Germany are current leaders in looking 
to set up a worldwide-recognised EV charging 
infrastructure, but the clock is ticking, and putting 
the brake pedal on the EV revolution would be 
detrimental not only to the effort put in so far, but to 
the environment too. 

DOES A LACK OF CHARGING POINTS MEAN WE’RE NOT ACTUALLY EQUIPPED TO SWITCH 

TO ELECTRIC?
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CONTACT US TODAY TO GET YOURCONTACT US TODAY TO GET YOUR 

BUSINESS SEEN BY OUR READERS

OVER 207,500 OTHER PEOPLE IN ESSEX 

READ VISION MAGAZINE’S MONTHLY

YOU’RE NOT

ALONEALONE

Your 
Monthly 

Lifestyle 
Magazine

See all our magazines at www.visionmagessex.com

BillericayShenfieldBishop’sStortfordBrentwoodOngarChelmsfordBeaulieuEppingTheydon 

HalsteadBraintreeHertfordHornchurchLeighThorpeBayLoughtonMaldonBurnham 

RayleighWickfordSouthWoodfordTendringWoodbridge
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THE V I S I O N  L ISTINGS

PUT YOUR BUSINESS IN THE V I S I O N  LISTINGS...CALL 01708 57804901708 578049 TODAY

ACCOUNTANT & TAX ADVISORS

ALL THINGS ACCOUNTING 
Accounting & tax services, we help with self-assessment tax 
return, corporation tax return, payroll, VAT return, CIS return 
& bookkeeping. Call 07539 035537 for free initial consultation

ACUPUNCTURE

HONG WEI CHINESE MEDICAL
Fully qualified & experienced, specialising in women’s health & 
Fertility.  Help with pain relief, emotional disorders, male/female 
conditions.  01708 454888 | hongweichinesemedicine.co.uk

AUTO BODY REPAIRS 

SQUIRRELS HEATH AUTOS 
Est. Over 30 years taking care of major & minor bumper 
scuffs, dents, scratches etc. Call for details 01708 437721 
| 07745 629957

BALLOON DECOR

THE BALLOON SQUAD EVENTS 
I offer bespoke decorations for any family celebration or 
occasion at home or venue. For a no obligation quote contact 
07958 586501

BEAUTY & NAILS

BEAUTY BY NATASHA KATIE
A local, mobile LVL Technician. Fully qualified level 2 and 
3 beauty therapist Babtac insured and approved. 07961 
462672

SPECIAL NAILS
Dedicated to provide the best quality nail care for Men & 
Women.  Walk-ins welcome, appointment bookings & gift 
vouchers available.  01708 442248

THE NAIL STUDIO
Nail Studio lets you switch off and pamper with highly skilled 
technicians providing top treatments and nail products to 
meet your every need. 07572 526519

CAR & VAN HIRE

SCENIC SELF DRIVE
Your self drive hire specialists.  Whether you require modern 
cars, motorhomes, vans or minibuses.  Rest assured we will 
provide you a professional service 01708 753461

CLEANING SERVICES

SPOTCLEAN LTD
Commercial & Domestic Services Specialising in Office, 
Shop, New build, Refurbished & Residential Cleaning. We 
ensure a Clean & hygienic environment 07940 213394

CLEARANCE & WASTE

THE CLEARANCE TEAM
From clearing a room, house or garden to clearing an entire 
office block. Fast, reliable and affordable.  Working 24/7 so 
you can book us at your convenience 0207 101 3387

COMPUTER REPAIR & I.T.

MAPTEC IT 
Your local residential & commercial IT specialists. We can fix 
your computers, configure email accounts & printers. Setup 
your Wi-FI, Internet router & network. 0203 865 7174

DRIVING LESSONS - AUTOMATIC

NV DRIVE 
Lady instructor. Discount available on prepaid courses. 
Brand new vehicle June 21 - NV Drive school of motoring: 
call 07554 634183

ELECTRICAL & WHOLESALERS

CH ELECTRICAL WHOLESALERS
Essex & East London’s leading electrical wholesalers 
providing the trade & public a professional service with 
access to all leading brands. 01708 730591

ELECTRICIAN

CAPITAL ELECTRICAL SERVICES LTD 
Domestic/Commercial, Repairs/Installation, Vehicle Charging 
Points, Portable Appliance Testing, Fire Alarms, Emergency 
Lighting, Installation Condition Reports. Call 01708 578038

FINANCIAL SERVICES

PARAGON LEGAL SERVICES LTD 
We will write your will for only £49.99+Vat subject to T&Cs. 
Call FREE on 0800 0747 642 or 01206 544919 Call us for a 
FREE home appointment. www.paragonlegal.co.uk

FLOORING & RESTORATION

PARNELL FLOORS
We can provide you with the perfect service from the supply, 
fitting and finishing of new and reclaimed wooden floors 
including the restoration of existing floors. 07780 671512

FLOWERS & FLORISTRY

THE PLANTIQUE
Our dedicated team of professional florists are able to assist 
you with floral gifts for any occasion.  We offer good quality 
floral gifts at competitive prices. 01708 477255

CONTACT HORNCHURCH@VISIONMAG.CO.UK

THE V I S I O N  L ISTINGS
FRENCH POLISHING

DC POLISHING
20 Years experience in wood restoration i.e. Furniture, doors, 
staircases, worktops, minor repairs & FLOOR RESTORATION. 
07949 204969 | dcpolishing.church@gmail.com

FURNITURE RESTORATION

ABBEY GROUP
Abbey Group are specialist in creating, repairing & restoring 
quality furniture & wood surfaces to the highest standard.  
01708 741135

KINGS UPHOLSTERY
Handmade sofas & chairs designed especially for you to 
your required specifications.  Also providing in re-upholstery 
& repair work. 01708 444125

GARDEN SERVICES

JOHN HEARNE
We take care of it all Lawn Mowing, Weeding, Planting, 
General Tidying, Fence/Shed Painting, Driveway/Patio 
Pressure Washing and more. Call for details 07908 523101

KINGS CUTS TREE SERVICES
A Huge range of tree services available & offer expert 
arboricultural advice, ensuring your trees are looked after 
responsibly.  01708 578030 | 07467 944671

GIFTS, BALLOONS & ACCESSORIES

CLASSIC CARDS
Established for 24 years.  Specialising in hand made cards, 
personolised frames, large variations of gifts, jewellery & 
balloon displays.  Gift wrapping available. 01708 620460

HARDWARE & DIY SUPPLIES

DISCOUNT DIY & HARDWARE
General Store & Hardware. Full Range Calor Gas Bottles 
Available. 49, Butts Green Road, Emerson Park RM1 2JS. 
01708 440151. Open 7 Days
 

LAUNDRY & DRY CLEANING

THE LAUNDRY MAN
From everyday washing, drying & ironing.  We can pretty 
much launder anything & everything.  Self service launderette 
available. 01708 447710

LOCKSMITHS

KEYTEK LOCKSMITHS
From Lock outs to security upgrades, our fully trained DBS 
checked Locksmiths are the experts | Call 01708 202 269 
| Quote: 15078

PLUMBING & HEATING

CMS PLUMBING HEATING & BATHROOMS  
Corgi registered, 20+ years’ experience, public liability 
insurance, offering free quotes. No job too small. Based in 
Gidea Park. Call Craig 07855 589185

ROOFING

JIM BARR ROOFING
Exterior cleaning & maintenance. Gutters, Paving & UPVC; 
cleaned, repaired & renewed. 01708 874816 | 07833 
572459

SR ROOFERS
Est 1975. Roofing experts with original company name/number. 
Family run, built on reputation & honesty. Confederation of 
Roofing Contractors approved member. 01708 551714

TILING

DR BETTS TILING
Large selection of floor & wall tiles, fitting service, porcelain, 
ceramic, glass & natrual stone. Specialist in underfloor 
heating. 01708 381349

WINDOWS & GLAZING

MAJOR GLASS & GLAZING
Specialising in all aspects of glass & glazing for both 
domestic & commercial.  UPVC, Conservatories, Bi-Fold 
Doors, Double Glazing Repairs, Mirrors.  01708 525996

DISCLAIMER:  VISION  does not represent or endorse the accuracy or reliability of any of the advertisements, nor the quality of any 
products, information or other materials displayed, purchased or obtained by any customer as a result of an advertisement or any other 
information or offer in connection with the service or products. The opinions expressed in articles, reviews and stories are strictly those of the 
individual authors and do not necessarily reflect the views of VISION .
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JOIN THE LISTINGS... 

To advertise call Vision on 01708 578049

WORDLADDER: JIVE, LIVE, LINE, LANE, BANE, BAND
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We are based in Hornchurch, Essex,  and are 

dedicated to providing a cost effective service 

with unrivalled customer satisfaction.

01708 578056
www.majorglass.co.uk

info@majorglass.co.ukUPVC Windows, Doors
Conservatories & Orangeries

FENSA
Registered Company 34040

G
ua
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ntee Protection
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F

REHAU
QUALITY AUTHORISED

PARTNER

Our specialist glazing services include: 

n Upvc, Aluminum and Timber Windows & Doors

n Conservatories, Orangeries and Roof Lanterns

n Bi-fold Doors

n Double Glazing Repairs

n Fascia & Soffits

n Architectural Glazing

n Table Tops

n Mirrors 

…and more

MAJOR GLASS
    AND GLAZING

PROJECT UNDERTAKEN BY

As a family company, Major Glass 
and Glazing specialises in all 
aspects of glass and glazing, both 
residential and commercial, and 
prides itself on its ability to deliver 
quality installations

WINNERS OF REHAU INSTALLATION OF 
THE YEAR

    AND GLAZING
01708 525996

Winners of       Installation of the Year

REHAU
QUALITY

PUZZLES & Trivia
u AGATE

u AMETHYST

u AQUAMARINE 

u DIAMOND

u FELDSPAR

u JADE 

u JASPER

u LAPIS LAZULI 

u MALACHITE

u MOONSTONE

u OBSIDIAN

u OLIVINE

u OPAL

u QUARTZ

u RUBY

u SAPPHIRE 

u TANZANITE

u TOPAZ

u TOURMALINE

u TURQUOISE

Did you know?

uQueen Victoria was the first sovereign to 
live in Buckingham Palace. 

uThe garden at Buckingham Palace is the 
largest private garden in London.

uWilliam the Conqueror chose the site 
where Windsor Castle was built. 

uIn 1992, a fire destroyed many rooms at 
Windsor Castle. The restoration took five 
years to complete.

uFrogmore House became a royal 
residence in 1792 when it was bought by 
Queen Charlotte, George III’s wife. 

uThe Queen’s Gallery at the Palace of 
Holyroodhouse was opened by Queen 
Elizabeth II in 2002 as part of her Golden 
Jubilee celebrations. 

Facts courtesy of Royal Collection Trust

THE AIM: Change the 
word at the top of the 
ladder one letter at a time 
to make the word at the 
bottom. 

HOW TO: Change one 
letter on each step to 
make a new word. By the 
time you reach the end, 
you should have created 
the new word. 

DO NOT rearrange the 
order of the letters. 

TIP: There is usually  
more than one way to 
solve this puzzle. 

Word ladder

JIVE

BAND

R G R E A T S A N D Y B K E H

G F D T A K L A M A K A N S O

R O R A M A C A T A S I A K M

I I B E O N P X T O I R M F S

R S V I V A E T N T A O O R P

A P T A S U O O O B J T D N N

H P R U K H R G I A Y C A A I

A X S U M A O A V T S I G Q S

L G E Y N U N E A Z N V I E A

A T S R R H K R Q O A T B A B

K R O N N I A L G L R A S L T

F D D L W H A A Y R W E O A A

T B R C A C T N N Z F R N R E

L P O S N A M I B O Y G O T R

Q N O S P M I S X G M K K V G
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*Match schedule subject to change. Times in GMT.

SEN NETNov 21, 10:00

QAT ECUNov 21, 16:00

QAT SENNov 25, 13:00

NET ECUNov 25, 16:00

NET QATNov 29, 15:00

ECU SENNov 29, 15:00

GROUP A

ENG IRANov 21, 13:00

USA WALNov 21, 19:00

WAL IRANov 25, 10:00

ENG USANov 25, 19:00

WAL ENGNov 29, 19:00

IRA USANov 29, 19:00

GROUP B

ARG SAUNov 22, 10 :00

MEX POLNov 22, 16:00

POL SAUNov 26, 13:00

ARG MEXNov 26, 19:00

POL ARGNov 30, 19:00

SAU MEXNov 30, 19:00

GROUP C GROUP D

DEN TUNNov 22, 13:00

FRA AUSNov 22, 19:00

TUN AUSNov 26, 10:00

FRA DENNov 26, 16:00

TUN FRANov 30, 19:00

AUS DENNov 30, 19:00

MOR CRONov 23, 10:00

BEL CANNov 23, 16:00

BEL MORNov 27, 13:00

CRO CANNov 27, 16:00

CRO BELDec 1, 15:00

CAN MORDec 1, 15:00

GROUP F

SWI CAMNov 24, 10:00

BRA SERNov 24, 19:00

CAM SERNov 28, 10:00

BRA SWINov 28, 16:00

CAM BRADec 2, 19:00

SER SWIDec 2, 19:00

GROUP G

URU S.KONov 24, 13:00

POR GHANov 24, 16:00

S.KO GHANov 28, 13:00

POR URUNov 28, 19:00

S.KO PORDec 2, 15:00

GHA URUDec 2, 15:00

GROUP HGROUP E

GER JAPNov 23, 13:00

SPA COSNov 23, 16:00

JAP COSNov 27, 10:00

SPA GERNov 27, 19:00

JAP SPADec 1, 19:00

COS GERDec 1, 19:00

Dec 18, 15:00
Lusail

FINAL

Dec 3, 15:00, Al Rayyan

Winner A  V  Runner-Up B

Winner C  V  Runner-Up D

Winner E  V  Runner-Up F Winner D  V  Runner-Up C Winner H  V  Runner-Up G

Winner G  V  Runner-Up H Winner B  V  Runner-Up A Winner F  V  Runner-Up E 

Round of 16

Dec 3, 19:00, Al Rayyan

Round of 16

Dec 9, 19:00, Lusail

Quarter Final

Dec 5, 15:00, Al Wakrah

Round of 16

Dec 5, 19:00, Doha

Round of 16

Dec 6, 19:00, Lusail

Round of 16

Dec 6, 15:00, Al Rayyan

Round of 16

Dec 4, 15:00, Doha

Round of 16

Dec 4, 19:00, Al Khor City

Round of 16

Dec 13, 19:00, Lusail

Semi Final

Dec 14, 19:00, Al Khor City

Semi Final

Dec 9, 15:00, Al Rayyan

Quarter Final

Dec 10, 19:00, Al Khor City

Quarter Final

Dec 10, 15:00, Doha

Quarter Final

If you are thinking of 
selling or letting choose 
a winning agent to assist 

your move
charlesstratton.co.uk

01708 726 817


